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ABSTRACT

The increased complexity, heterogeneity and the dynamism of networked systems and
applications make current configuration and management tools to be ineffective. A new
paradigm to dynamically configure and manage large-scale complex and heterogeneous
networked systems is critically needed. In this dissertation, we present a self
configuration paradigm based on the principles of autonomic computing that can handle
efficiently complexity, dynamism and uncertainty in configuring networked systems and
their applications. Our approach is based on making any resource/application to operate
as an Autonomic Component (that means, it can be self-configured, self-healed,
self-optimized and self-protected) by using two software modules: Component
Management Interface (CMI) to specify the configuration and operational policies
associated with each component and Component Runtime Manager (CRM) that manages
the component configurations and operations using the policies defined in CMI. We use
several configuration metrics (adaptability, complexity, latency, scalability, overhead, and
effectiveness) to evaluate the effectiveness of our self-configuration approach when
compared to other configuration techniques. We have used our approach to dynamically
configure four systems: Automatic IT system management, Dynamic security
configuration of networked systems, Self-management of data backup and disaster
recovery system and Automatic security patches download and installation on a large
scale test bed. Our experimental results showed that by applying our self-configuration
approach, the initial configuration time, the initial configuration complexity and the
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dynamic configuration complexity can be reduced significantly. For example, the
configuration time for security patches download and installation on nine machines is
reduced to 4399 seconds from 27193 seconds. Furthermore our system provides most
adaptability (e.g., 100% for Snort rule set configuration) comparing to hard coded
approach (e.g., 22% for Snort rule set configuration) and can improve the performance of
managed system greatly. For example, in data backup and recovery system, our approach
can reduce the total cost by 54.1% when network bandwidth decreases. In addition, our
framework is scalable and imposes very small overhead (less than 1%) on the managed
system.
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Chapter 1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Distributed Systems Management Problems
Current information infrastructure, e.g. the Internet, is large, complex, heterogeneous
and dynamic, globally aggregating large numbers of independent computing and
communication resources, data stores and sensor networks. The number of computing
devices in use is forecasted to grow at 38% per annum and the average complexity of
each is increasing as well [7]. Large companies and institutions are employing large-scale
computer networks for communication and computation. Additionally, mobile computing
is pervading these networks at an increasing speed: Employees need to communicate with
their companies while they are not in their office. They do so by using laptops, PDAs, or
mobile phones with diverse forms of wireless technologies to access their companies'
data.
Not only the infrastructure is becoming larger and more complex, the distributed
applications running on computer networks are becoming more and more complex. They
are diverse and deal with many different tasks, ranging from internal control processes to
presenting web content and to customer support. For typical information system
consisting of an application server, a web server, messaging facilities, and layers of
middleware and operating systems, the number of tuning parameters and their
combinations can be hundred of thousands and reaching a level that exceeds the ability of
human to comprehend and act on in a timely manner.
Currently this volume and complexity is managed by highly skilled system
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administrators but the demand for skilled IT personnel is already outstripping supply,
with labor costs exceeding equipment costs by a ratio of up to 18:1 [7]. Computing has
brought great benefits of speed and automation but there is now an overwhelming
economic need to automate their control and management activities [2, 5].
As a result, applications, programming environments and information infrastructures
are rapidly becoming brittle, unmanageable and insecure. This has led researchers to
consider alternative programming paradigms and management techniques that are based
on strategies used by biological systems to deal with complexity, dynamism,
heterogeneity and uncertainty.



Limitation of Current Techniques
The evolution of computing research has gone through many generations starting from

a single process running on a single computer system to multiple processes running on
geographically dispersed heterogeneous computers that could span several continents
(e.g., Grid [6]). The techniques used to design Grid systems and services have been also
evolutionary and ad hoc. Initially, the designers of such systems were mainly concerned
about performance, and focused intensive research on parallel processing and high
performance computer architectures and applications to address this requirement. As the
scale and distribution of computer systems and applications evolved to cover critical
areas where failures can be catastrophic, the reliability and availability of the systems and
applications become a major concern. This, in turn has driven a separate research
activities that focus on reliability and fault tolerance computing. In a similar manner, the
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research in computing security has also evolved to address the needs to protect the
integrity and security of computing systems and their services without consideration to
other important system attributes such as performance, reliability, and configurability
because security and system assurance are the main objective of such systems and
services.
This ad hoc and mainly isolated research activities have resulted in the design and
development of specialized computing systems and applications that can efficiently
optimize a few of the system attributes or functionalities. However, the emerging systems
and applications are dynamic, complex, and their requirements change continuously
within one application or a class of applications. Consequently, their high performance,
fault tolerance, security, availability, configurability requirements might change
dynamically at runtime. Hence, it is very critical for future computing systems and/or
software architecture to be adaptive in all its attributes and functionalities (performance,
security, fault tolerance, configurability, maintainability, etc.). There has been very little
research to integrate all these techniques into one computing system and is mainly being
characterized as ad hoc.

However, the integration of these isolated techniques into one

system produces a system that is complex, unpredictable, unmanageable and insecure
(see Figure 1.1); the actions performed by the security technique might cancel the actions
taken by the high performance computing technique and so on.
It is a challenging research problem to integrate all these isolated techniques such that
it is feasible to maintain simultaneously and efficiently in real-time all system
functionality and attributes such as performance, fault, and security. In fact, we need
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urgently a new paradigm to design and develop large-scale complex and adaptive systems
and applications. This has led researchers to consider alternative management approaches
that address these issues in an integrated manner rather than being treated in isolation (ad
hoc) as currently done.

Figure 1.1 Integration of Isolated Solutions

In this dissertation, we develop a general methodology and framework to autonomize a
the system entities (applications or resources) in a hierarchical architecture to handle the
configuration, performance, security and fault tolerance etc. attributes in a holistic way
based on the principles Autonomic Computing [1, 2, 3]. We focus on the
self-configuration attribute and demonstrate and evaluate our approach through extensive
experiments.

1.2 Autonomic Computing
Autonomic Computing is an initiative started by IBM [1] in 2001. Its ultimate aim is to
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create self-managing computer systems to overcome their rapidly growing complexity
and to enable their further growth. The term autonomic is derived from human biology.
The autonomic nervous system monitors your heartbeat, checks your blood sugar level
and keeps your body temperature close to 98.6°F without any conscious effort on your
part. In much the same way, self-managing autonomic capabilities anticipate IT system
requirements and resolve problems with minimal human intervention. As a result, IT
professionals can focus on tasks with higher value to the business.
However, there is an important distinction between autonomic activity in the human
body and autonomic activities in IT systems. Many of the decisions made by autonomic
capabilities in the body are involuntary. In contrast, self-managing autonomic capabilities
in computer systems perform tasks that IT professionals choose to delegate to the
technology according to policies. Adaptable policy - rather than hard-coded procedure determines the types of decisions and actions that autonomic capabilities perform.
Self-managing capabilities in a system accomplish their functions by taking an
appropriate action based on one or more situations that they sense in the environment.
The function of any autonomic capability is a control loop that collects details from the
system and acts accordingly.

Autonomic Computing Attributes
In a self-managing autonomic environment, system components - from hardware (such
as storage units, desktop computers and servers) to software (such as operating systems,
middleware and business applications) - can include embedded control loop functionality.
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Although these control loops consist of the same fundamental parts, their functions can
be divided into four broad embedded control loop categories. These categories are
considered to be attributes [2, 3, 4] of the system components and are defined as:


Self-configuring – Can dynamically adapt to changing environments
Self-configuring components adapt dynamically to changes in the environment, using
policies provided by the IT professional. Such changes could include the deployment
of new components or the removal of existing ones, or dramatic changes in the
system characteristics. Dynamic adaptation helps ensure continuous strength and
productivity of the IT infrastructure, resulting in business growth and flexibility.



Self-healing – Can discover, diagnose and react to disruptions
Self-healing components can detect system malfunctions and initiate policy-based
corrective action without disrupting the IT environment. Corrective action could
involve a product altering its own state or effecting changes in other components in
the environment. The IT system as a whole becomes more resilient because
day-to-day operations are less likely to fail.



Self-optimizing – Can monitor and tune resources automatically
Self-optimizing components can tune themselves to meet end-user or business needs.
The tuning actions could mean reallocating resources—such as in response to
dynamically changing workloads—to improve overall utilization, or ensuring that
particular

business

transactions

can

be completed

in

a

timely fashion.

Self-optimization helps provide a high standard of service for both the system’s end
users and a business’s customers.
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Without self-optimizing functions, there is no easy way to divert excess server
capacity to lower priority work when an application does not fully use its assigned
computing resources. In such cases, customers must buy and maintain a separate
infrastructure for each application to meet that application’s most demanding
computing needs.


Self-protecting – Can anticipate, detect, identify and protect against threats from
anywhere
Self-protecting components can detect hostile behaviors as they occur and take
corrective actions to make themselves less vulnerable. The hostile behaviors can
include unauthorized access and use, virus infection and proliferation, and
denial-of-service attacks. Self-protecting capabilities allow businesses to consistently
enforce security and privacy policies.
When system components have these attributes, it is possible to automate the tasks that

IT professionals must perform today to configure, heal, optimize and protect the IT
infrastructure. Systems management software then can orchestrate the system wide
actions performed by these embedded control loops.
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Figure 1.2 Holistic Approach - Autonomic Computing System

It is an important to note that an autonomic computing system addresses these issues in
an integrated manner rather than being treated in isolation as is currently done.
Consequently, in autonomic computing, the system design paradigm takes a holistic
approach that can integrate all these attributes seamlessly and efficiently. The autonomic
system can be viewed as a collection of autonomic components (AC) or building blocks
that each can support the four properties outlined above. That means, each AC can be
dynamically and automatically configured (self-configuration), seamlessly tolerate any
component failure (self-healing), automatically detect attacks and protect against them
(self-protection), and automatically change its configuration parameters to improve
performance

once

it

deteriorates

beyond

certain

performance

threshold

(Self-optimization). Once these autonomic components become available, we can
dynamically build an autonomic computing system to meet any static or dynamic
requirement such as cost-effective high performance systems, high performance and
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secure systems, etc. as shown in Figure 1.2.

1.3 Current Management and Configuration Approaches
From structural perspective, many current distributed managed systems are based on
centralized framework. All modules of their framework are tightly coupled and targeted
for specific systems [23, 88, 87, 90-92]. They are ad hoc and hard to be used to the other
systems.
Specific to configuration attribute, we define System Configuration as a set of
activities to deploy, configure, activate and maintain the life cycle of services and
resources, which are performed in two stages: initial configuration and dynamic
configuration at runtime [14]. Initial configuration is a process consisting of deployment,
configuration and activation of a set of interrelated services or resources. Dynamic
configuration means changing service or resource configurations dynamically to adapt to
the environment changes.
Current initial configuration approaches can be classified into autonomic
configuration and manual configuration. Manual configuration [63, 64] needs human
intervention during the process of installation and configuration, which is usually
unintuitive and in some cases even misleading. The situation is especially dramatic in
large-scale environments where it is very hard to have a global view of the numerous
management mechanisms that can be deployed. This manual configuration is inefficient
and error prone. Autonomic configuration [65-97, 9] checks the dependencies of services
and resources, setups the running environment, and activates them automatically with a
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certain workflow.
Many configuration management systems [63-92] only support initial configuration
and lack of the support for dynamic configuration. In order to support dynamic
configuration, a system needs advanced feedback control mechanisms to monitor its state
and metrics and take appropriate actions. Such configuration actions could mean
adjusting configuration parameters, reallocating resources to improve overall utilization,
or complete restructuring of the system configuration [72-92].
Dynamic configuration can be divided into internalized approach and externalized
approach. Internalized approach hard codes their configuration strategies into the
application implementation [93, 94]. Externalized approach separates the configuration
strategies from application implementation and allows system administrators to define
them externally [9, 88, 87] Externalized is more generic than internalized approach.

The detailed classifications and techniques used in the initial configuration and the
dynamic configuration will be discussed in chapter 2.
In contrast to centralized, static, manual, and heuristic configuration approaches, an
autonomic configuration capability that can configure the system initially and change the
configuration dynamically, and can adapt to the environment changes with a general
configuration interface is critically needed. That’s the goal of this dissertation.

1.4 Research Contributions
In this dissertation, we present a self configuration paradigm based on the principles of
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autonomic computing [1, 2, 3] that can handle efficiently complexity, dynamism and
uncertainty in configuring networked systems and applications. The research
contributions are concluded as follows.


We developed a methodology to classify configuration management systems, and
applied this classification to review and compare different dynamic configuration
management systems.



We developed a general methodology and a novel autonomic component model, (AC)
[14] to autonomize a system entity (application or resource). AC adds two modules
into legacy application/service or resource: Component Management Interface (CMI)
to specify the configuration and operational strategies associated with each
component and Component Runtime Manager (CRM) that manages the component
configurations and operations using the strategies defined in CMI. The system entity
can be also any application build from scratch.



We developed an Autonomic Computing framework, Autonomia [9, 18, 19], which
implemented four important modules: monitoring, analyzing, planning and execution
modules, and all the supporting services and functionalities like CMI parser, lookup
service, and system resource monitoring functions.



We developed an evaluation schema and metrics such as scalability, overhead,
configuration time, adaptability, latency for dynamic configuration, complexity and
effectiveness to evaluate a configuration management system quantitatively



We applied our Autonomia framework to several real systems and conducted
extensive experiments [15, 16, 17]. The experimental results show that our approach
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can efficiently and dynamically manage system resources and applications
automatically with little overhead.
 Automatic IT system management has been developed to manage the system
resources (e.g., host, router, printer, etc.) and application (medical software etc.)
within an organization with two-level architecture.
 Self-configuration of a network security [8, 10, 11] has been developed to
manage the security configurations in order to improve the system performance.
 Autonomic Data Backup and Disaster Recovery System [13] has been
implemented based on our framework. We developed an analytical performance
model and formulated the configuration problem as an optimization problem to
derive the configuration parameters dynamically.
 Automatic Security Patches Download and Installation [12] on a large scale test
bed has been developed to download security patches from Microsoft website
and Install them on many machines after reconfiguring them to run the desired
test objectives.

1.5 Dissertation Organization
The rest of the dissertation is organized as follows.
In Chapter 2, we introduce related work on autonomic computing, component
techniques, middleware/programming language support of dynamic configuration
management, and then focus on configuration management systems. We categorize the
configuration management techniques as initial configuration and dynamic configuration
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management. Initial configuration management can be classified as script-based
approach, language-based approach and model-based approach; Dynamic configuration
management is categorized by three components: the configuration change policy, the
configuration adaptation policy, and the configuration implementation policy. We
introduce the major research activities associated with each type of configuration
techniques and highlight the difference between them.
Chapter 3 presents our self-configuration methodology and Autonomic Component
Model. Our approach to autonomize any software module or network resource is based
on augmenting the resource/service as an Autonomic Component with two modules [14]:
Component Management Interface (CMI) and Component Runtime Manager (CRM). It
extends traditional components with provisions to support autonomic features. We
describe three CMI ports: Configuration Port, Control Port and Operation Port and CRM
in detail, and then introduce the techniques to detect and resolve the conflictions in CMI.
In Chapter 4, we introduce our Autonomia framework; describe the System
Management Editor (SME), Autonomic Management Library (AML), Component
Runtime Manager (CRM), and Compound Component Runtime Manager (CCRM)
modules with their functionalities and designs in detail.
Chapter 5 presents the implementation mechanisms and techniques of Autonomia.
XML parser, policy engine, event server, sensor and action functions interface, and
mobile agent systems are discussed in this chapter.
In Chapter 6, we propose an evaluation schema and present several quantitative
evaluation metrics: scalability, overhead, configuration time, adaptability, latency for
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dynamic configuration, complexity and effectiveness with measurement approaches.
In Chapter 7, we discuss case study systems that have been applied our Autonomia
framework and the experimental results.

We evaluate four real systems: Automatic IT

system management to manage the system resources and applications within an
organization with two-level architecture; Self-configuration of a network security to
manage the configuration of security management system to improve the system
performance; Autonomic Data Backup and Disaster Recovery System to configure the
backup system automatically, and Automatic Security Patches Download and Installation
to download security patches from Microsoft website and install them on many machines
after reconfiguring them to run the desired test objectives. The experimental results show
that our approach can efficiently and dynamically manage system resources and
applications automatically with little overhead.
Chapter 8 concludes this dissertation research and highlight future research directions.
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Chapter 2. RELATED WORK
In this chapter, we review autonomic computing research, component techniques,
middleware and programming language support for dynamic configuration management,
in particular configuration management system that supports initial configuration and/or
dynamic configuration management.

2.1 Autonomic Computing Research
2.1.1

Academic Projects

As autonomic computing is a multi-disciplinary research area, a remarkable number of
projects in computer science, software engineering, and artificial intelligence are related
to it. The following lists some Autonomic Computing project in academia.
Recovery-Oriented Computing at UC Berkeley/Stanford [20] investigates novel
techniques for building highly dependable Internet services, recovery from failures rather
than failure-avoidance. This philosophy is motivated by the observation that even the
most robust systems still occasionally encounter failures due to human operator error,
transient or permanent hardware failure, and software anomalies resulting from software
aging.
Astrolabe [25] is a distributed information management system which collects
large-scale system state, permitting rapid updates and providing on-the-fly attribute
aggregation. This latter capability permits an application to locate a resource, and also
offers a scalable way to track system state as it evolves over time.
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The goal of Autonomizing Legacy Systems project at Columbia University [21] is to
retrofit autonomic computing onto such systems, externally, without any need to
understand or modify the code, and in many cases even when it is impossible to
recompile. The project presents a meta-architecture implemented as active middleware
infrastructure to explicitly add autonomic services via an attached feedback loop that
provides continual monitoring and, as needed, reconfiguration and/or repair. The
lightweight design and separation of concerns enables easy adoption of individual
components, as well as the full infrastructure, for use with a large variety of legacy, new
systems, and systems of systems.
Automate [22] at Rutgers University, aims at developing conceptual models and
implementation architectures that can enable the development and execution of
self-managing Grid applications. Specifically, it investigates programming models,
frameworks and middleware services that support the definition of autonomic elements,
the development of autonomic applications as the dynamic and opportunistic composition
of these autonomic elements, and the policy, content and context driven definition,
execution and management of these applications.
IFLOW [23, 95] is an autonomic middleware for implementing distributed information
flow services. It provides the functionality of dynamically associating its abstract
information graph to physical network nodes based on utility functions.
VIOLIN [24] is a system that supports self-adaptation of allocation of computing
resources across multi-domains by considering the dynamic availability of infrastructure
resources and the current applications’ resource requirement.
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QoS Management at Virtualized Data Centers [75] proposed a two-level autonomic
resource management system that enables automatic and adaptive resource provisioning
in accordance with Service Level Agreements (SLA) specifying dynamic tradeoffs of
service quality and cost based on fuzzy model.
Jacques-Silva etc. [165] at UIUC present an autonomic fault recovery of the job
management component (JMN) in System-S. They maintain the checking point of a
stateful job in Job State Machine (Finite state machine) that will be used for job recovery.
The dynamic programming support for state definition and fault injection is implemented
by a plug-in mechanism

2.1.2

Industry Oriented Projects

Large enterprise-wide vendors such as IBM, Sun Microsystems, HP, Microsoft, Intel,
Cisco, and several other vendors have developed variety of management systems and
solutions. For this section, we focus on only four major vendors whose products are
leading the market, namely: IBM, Sun, HP and Microsoft with their major projects as
follows.
Storage Management Analytics and Reasoning Technology (SMART) [26] developed by
IBM reduces complexity and improves quality of service through the advancement of
self-managing capabilities within a database environment.
Another IBM project, Oceano [27] designs and develops a pilot prototype of a scalable,
manageable infrastructure for a large scale computing utility power plant.
Optimal Grid [28] aims to simplify the creation and management of large-scale,
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connected, parallel grid applications by optimizing performance and includes autonomic
grid functionality as a prototype middleware.
AutoAdmin developed by Microsoft [29] makes database systems self-tuning and
self-administering by enabling them to track the usage of their systems and to gracefully
to adapt to application requirements.
N1 [30] developed by Sun manages data centers by including resource virtualization,
service provisioning, and policy automation techniques.
The Adaptive Enterprise [31] developed by HP helps customers to build a system in
three levels namely business (e.g., customary relation management), service (e.g.,
security), and resource (e.g., storage).
Most industry projects focused on self-configuring and self-optimizing and exploited
product specific autonomic framework, instead of being a general management
framework that addresses issues such as self-healing and self-protecting. .

2.2 Distributed Component Techniques
Various distributed component models have been successfully implemented in
industry, as well as in academia.


DCOM, .Net, CORBA, EJB, CCA
Microsoft’s COM and DCOM [33] frameworks have been fundamental to

interoperability in Windows based applications. Their current web service oriented .NET
framework [32] is also a component based and is gaining widespread acceptance.
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In the CORBA world, the Object Management Group has released a specification for
the CORBA Component Model (CCM) [34]. Java Beans and Enterprise Java Beans (EJB)
[35] have been popular component standards for Java based applications based on Java
RMI technique.
The CCA project [36] is an initiative by DOE laboratories and universities to develop a
common architecture for building large-scale scientific applications from well-tested
software components that run on both parallel and distributed systems. Several
implementations of CCA exist, viz. XCAT [37], Ccaffeine [38], and SCIRun [39].


Web Service
Web Services [40] present another alternative distributed computing infrastructure; an

alternative that is being strongly promoted as preferable to the use of distributed object
middleware such as CORBA [35] or Java RMI [148].
Web service is a self-contained, self-describing, modular, loosely coupled and
reusable application that can be published, located, and invoked across the web. Web
Services differ from the distributed object technologies in that they have reverted to an
earlier “remote service” model similar to that in Distributed Computing Environment
(DCE) [42]. There is no concept of an object reference; instead a service is defined
simply by an end-point that supports various operations. In terms of Java-RMI or
CORBA, a Web Service is like a singleton server object. The singleton server character
of a Web Service means that stateless-server architecture is preferred; though there are
mechanisms permitting the implementation of stateful servers.


Grid Service
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A computational Grid is a set of hardware and software resources that provide
seamless, dependable, and pervasive access to high-end computational capabilities. Until
recently, there has been no consensus on what programming model is appropriate for the
Grid. The Open Grid Services Architecture (OGSA) [42] is the first effort to standardize
Grid functionality and produce a Grid programming model consistent with trends in the
commercial sector. It integrates Grid and Web services concepts and technologies. The
Open Grid Services Infrastructure (OGSI) refers to the basic infrastructure on which
OGSA is built. At its core is the Grid Service Specification [42], which defines standard
interfaces and behaviors of a Grid service in terms of Web services technologies by
introducing state-ful and transient services.

These component techniques focus on interoperability problem. They addressed
heterogeneity by providing common interface and service, and addressed dynamism to a
certain extent by separating interface from implementation (e.g., interfaces defined using
IDL in CORBA, using WSDL [125] in web service, and using SIDL [36] in CCA) and
separating interaction/coordination from computation at design time. However, these
frameworks do not address the self-management of individual components/beans. Further,
the component behavior and interaction patterns among components/beans have to be
defined at compile time and cannot be changed at runtime.
There are a number of related efforts in the areas of QoS adaptive model and
middleware integrated computing. Many of the QoS adaptive middleware efforts focus on
distribution or infrastructure middleware and services to extend the adaptation capability
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on the component. CIAO (Component-Integrated ACE ORB) [43] is a QoS-enabled
enhancement of the standard CORBA Component Model (CCM).

The Real-Time

CORBA [44] supports end-to-end predictability for operations in fixed-priority CORBA
applications (where operations are performed at pre-specified priorities). FT-CORBA [45]
defines interfaces, QoS policies, and services to enhance the reliability of CORBA
applications. The Quality Objects (QuO) middleware [46] is a set of extensions to
standard distributed object computing middleware that is used to control and adapt
quality of service in a number of distributed application environments, from wide-area to
embedded distributed applications. QuO provides a higher level, more dynamic policy
and adaptation layer for combining and controlling the available mechanisms and
services for end-to-end and dynamic solutions.
These adaptation efforts only addressed limited self-management capability and
didn’t provide a general framework for an automatic close loop management. Quo
addressed configuration adaptation mechanism, which is only one of the three
components of dynamic configuration (we will discuss dynamic configuration algorithm
in 2.4.2).

CIAO, RT-CORBA, and FT-CORBA only addressed QoS and fault tolerant

respectively using different frameworks and specifications.



Component / Service-based approaches for Self-management
IBM represents autonomic element architecture [4] by introducing Autonomic Manager

that manages other software or hardware components using a control loop. The control
loop of the autonomic manager includes monitor, analyze, plan and execute functions.
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Accord [47] extends traditional components to define a self-contained modular
software unit of composition with specified interfaces and explicit context dependencies.
Each autonomic component also embeds a rule agent that is delegated to manage its
execution.
PCOM [166] is a light-weight component system that allows reselecting services and
devices automatically through the specification of distributed applications that are made
up of components with explicit dependencies modeled using contracts. This model only
supports dynamic services and devices composition and decomposition, and limits on
spontaneously networked pervasive computing environments like Bluetooth and WLAN.
Our Autonomic Component [14] architecture is similar to IBM’s and Accord
approaches. However, we define general component management interface (CMI) for
each component, which is not available in IBM autonomic element. Unlike Accord that
only embeds a rule agent to delegate the management of its execution. We build our
Component Runtime Manager (CRM) as a separate closed control loop and add a
configuration port to define the configuration attributes that are required to automate the
control and management of a networked system.

2.3 Middleware/Programming Language Support for Dynamic Configuration
2.3.1

Middleware Layer Support

Middleware approaches typically involve components that intercept messages
associated with remote method invocations and redirect or modify them in a manner that
accounts for current conditions. For some frameworks, the application developer
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constructs explicit calls to adaptive middleware services. Examples include Orbix,
Orbix/E [48,49], ORBacus [50], CIAO [43], and Boeing Bold Stroke [51]. QuO [46] uses
wrappers around CORBA stubs and skeletons to gain control of the call sequence,
whereas IRL and ACT use CORBA portable interceptors. Portable interceptors serve as
“generic” hooks that a composer can use at runtime to load other types of interceptors.
Since a user can load a portable interceptor using a command-line parameter, this
approach enables the composer to integrate adaptive components into the program
without modifying either the application or the middleware code.

2.3.2

Programming Language

The programming languages that support dynamic configuration can be categorized as
three classes: language that directly supports dynamic re-composition, Aspect Oriented
Programming (AOP) and Architecture Description Language (ADL.)


The first approach is to program all or part of the application code using a language
that directly supports dynamic re-composition. Some languages, such as CLOS [52]
or Python [53], provide inherent adaptation support while others have been extended
to support adaptation. For example, Open Java [55], R-Java [54], PCL [56], and
Adaptive Java [57] all extend Java to include new keywords and constructs that
enhance the adaptive code’s expressiveness. However, this approach requires the
developer to use these features explicitly in constructing the program.



The second approach is called Aspect oriented programming (AOP) [60, 169], which
weaves the adaptive code into the functional code.
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AOP is a new technology for separation of crosscutting concerns into single units
called aspects. An aspect is a modular unit of crosscutting implementation. It
encapsulates behaviors that affect multiple classes into reusable modules. Aspectual
requirements are concerns that introduce crosscutting in the implementation. For
example, synchronization and logging can be aspects. With AOP, each aspect can be
expressed in a separate and natural form, and can then be automatically combined
together into a final executable form by an aspect weaver. As a result, a single aspect
can contribute to the implementation of a number of procedures, modules, or objects,
increasing reusability of the codes.
AspectJ [58] weaves adaptive behavior into existing applications at compile time. In
contrast, tools such as TRAP/J [59] use a two-step approach to enable dynamic
re-composition. In the first step, an aspect weaver inserts generic interception hooks,
in this case implemented as aspects, into the application code at compile time. In the
second step, a composer dynamically weaves new adaptive components into the
application at runtime, and a meta-object protocol uses reflection to forward
intercepted operations to the adaptive components. This approach offers a way to add
adaptive behavior to existing applications transparently with respect to the original
code. Such a capability is important as users expect legacy applications to execute
effectively across an increasingly diverse computing infrastructure.


Architecture Description Language (ADL)
ADL [61, 118] primarily addresses the issues related to the early phases (design and
analysis) of software engineering. Traditionally, the software engineering community
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has used architectural styles to help encode and express system-specific knowledge.
An architectural style characterizes a family of systems related by shared structural
and semantic properties. The style is typically defined by four sets of entities:
Component and connector types, Constraints, Properties and Analyses. These four
entity sets primarily capture a system’s static attributes.
Rainbow [62] extends this notion of architectural style to support runtime adaptation
by also capturing the system’s dynamic attributes, both in terms of the primitive
operations that can be performed on the system to change it dynamically, and how the
system can combine those operations to achieve some effect. Specifically, it augments
the notion of architectural style with adaptation operators and strategies, which
together determine the system’s adaptation style. Adaptation operators determine a
set of style specific actions that the control infrastructure can perform on a system’s
elements to alter its configuration. For example, a service coalition style might define
the operators AddService or RemoveService to add or remove services from a system
configuration in this style. Adaptation strategies specify the adaptations that can be
applied to move the system away from an undesirable condition. For example, a
service-coalition system might have a system wide cost constraint. Upon violating it,
an adaptation strategy might progressively replace the most costly service with lower
grade services until the overall cost falls within acceptable bounds. Strategies are
defined using - and therefore constrained by – operators and properties.
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2.4 System Configuration Management Techniques
Configuration management of a networked system can be defined as a set of activities
to deploy, configure, activate and maintain the life cycle of its services and resources,
which are performed in two stages: initial configuration and dynamic configuration at
runtime [14]. Initial configuration is a process consisting of deployment, configuration
and activation of a set of interrelated services or resources during the setting up phase of
the system execution environment, while the dynamic configuration involves changing
the system services or resource configurations dynamically to adapt in real time to the
changes in the environment, current system loads and policies.
2.4.1 Initial Configuration Management
Current initial configuration management approaches can be classified into three types:
script based, language based, and model based.


Script-based approach [63, 64] is widely used to deploy and configure a networked
system. It introduces automation by specifying configuration attributes and a set of
configuration actions. This approach doesn’t support lifecycle management and is
appropriate for small environments without (or with few) dependencies. For example,
httpd.conf file is the configuration file for the Apache web server [63], which consists
of several sections to specify the global environment, main server configuration, and
virtual host. This file will only be read when the http server starts. In order to
implement any new configuration changes when the http server is running, it is
required to stop the server and then restart it.



Language-based solutions [65, 66, 69, 70] extend the script-based approach by
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introducing lifecycle management through the use of dependencies and system state
monitoring. Usually language-based approach has a middleware environment to
support runtime management. For example, SmartFrog [65] is a framework for
service configuration, description, deployment, and life-cycle management. It
consists of a language for describing component collections and component
configuration parameters, a deployment infrastructure that activates the application
description, and a set of components that provide various services such as resource
and service discovery, service failure detection, and script and command execution.


Model-based approach [67, 82] uses models for the creation of deployment and
configuration instantiations. This approach usually relies on AI planning, and
optimization algorithms to generate configuration plans. Ranganathan and Campell’s
[82] planning framework is based on a predicate model of pervasive computing,
where the state of an environment is represented as a set of predicates.

2.4.2 Dynamic Configuration Management
In general, any dynamic configuration management approach can be classified based
on its approach to implement 1) Configuration change policy (when to make
configuration changes), 2) Configuration adaptation policy (what to change in current
configuration) and 3) Configuration implementation policy (how to execute the
recommended changes). In what follows, we show how these components used to
classify any dynamic configuration management approach.

1). Configuration change policy
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The configuration change policy defines under what conditions, the configuration
action(s) need to be taken. It can be can be initiated based on a Threshold based approach
or a Goal state approach.
Threshold based approach uses current resource states such as CPU usage and disk
usage and application status like web server response time to setup a threshold value that
once it is violated, it triggers the need to change the current system configuration [72, 73].
Another threshold approach uses a utility value. The value may be expressed in any
suitable unit, with monetary units being the most widely used. When the calculated value
is lower than a threshold value, the adaptation policy is invoked to change the system
configuration as necessary to improve system utility. Utility can be defined by a certain
utility function [77, 78, 104, 171], which might be specified by a human administrator, or
can be derived from a contract. This approach provides more fine-grained and flexible
specification of the system behavior than low level resource status conditions. For
example, in IFlow [23] system, a utility function defined by end-to-end delay and the
user-priority in order to maintain the quality of service requirements of high priority
users.
Changing the configuration manually can be viewed as a special case of threshold
based approach where user determines when to change the system configuration
manually.
Goal state is a set of desired states specified by users that implies that the system
achieves its goals if it is in one of these states. If the current state is not one of the desired
states, a configuration change action will be triggered [82]. Goal state condition provides
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a binary classification of the system states into desirable vs. undesirable states. For
example, a goal state can be stated as “component A is connected, and specifically that it
is connected to connector B” [83].

2). Configuration adaptation policy
The configuration adaptation policy describes WHAT needs to be changed when the
configuration change policy is triggered. In order to determine what configuration
changes are required, researchers developed algorithms to assist in identifying the best
strategy to change the configuration of the system to meet the system requirements and
reduce the cost/disturbance in system operations due to the changes in configuration. The
approaches used in configuration adaptation policy can be classified into four types:
rule-based, model-based, AI planning based and data mining based techniques.

Rule-based approach
The rules can be expressed as a Boolean logic or fuzzy logic.
The Boolean logic approach uses a set of condition-action (or event-condition-action)
rules that dictate what configuration changes should be taken when a particular “event”
(conditions) occurs [72-74, 167]. For example, the rule can be “IF component A becomes
overloaded，THEN replace A with component B”. This approach is simple since they do
not require a model of the system yet efficient once the rules are setup. With the growing
complexity of systems, it may be hard to define the rules that cover all possible system
states and describe the condition/action relationships precisely.
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The Fuzzy logic approach [75, 76, 105] is designed to deal with uncertainty,
imprecision, or qualitative decision-making problems. Unlike Boolean logic method,
where an element x either belongs or does not belong to a set A, the membership of x in A
has a degree value in a continuous interval between 0 and 1. Fuzzy sets are defined by
membership functions that map the set of elements into the interval [0 1].
Fuzzy model based approach uses “IF-THEN” rules whose antecedents and
consequents use fuzzy-logic statements to represent the knowledge or control strategies of
the system. Unlike model-based and control theory approaches, which are based on
quantitative models, a fuzzy model is a qualitative model constructed from a set of fuzzy
rules to describe the relationship between system inputs and outputs.
The basic fuzzy controller consists of two modules: fuzzy modeling and fuzzy inference.
Fuzzy modeling is used to characterize the relationship between application/resource
status and configuration changes such as application workload status and resource
demand. Fuzzy inference uses the learned model to determine the resource needs from
the currently monitored workload. This approach is well suited for modeling nonlinear
systems with dynamically changing operating conditions, but the additional fuzzification
and defuzzification modules impose extra overhead on the configuration management
system.

Model-based approach
This approach models the managed system as a deterministic process or stochastic
process, then generates the configuration decision according to the managed system
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requirements (e.g., response time less than certain value, throughput is larger than their
threshold, etc.) [77-80, 170].
This approach usually utilizes optimization algorithms to determine the optimal (or
near optimal) changes in configurations. For example, in the utility function approach [78]
proposed by IBM, it relies on the system model and an optimization algorithm to make
the configuration decisions to maximize the utility value. Dynamic Configuration of
Resource-Aware Services [96] proposed an approach to build an analytical model that
separates concerns into three spaces: user utility, application capability, computing
resources, and two mappings: a mapping from capability space to utility space expresses
the user's needs and preferences and a mapping from capability space to resource space
expresses the fidelity profiles of available applications.
In addition to the analytical model which is used to formulate an optimization problem,
queuing model and control theory model are also used.
Queuing model is frequently used to estimate the performance characteristics of a
computing system, such as response times, queue lengths, and throughput [98]. A queuing
model describes the capacity and interconnection of resources, such as a central processor
unit (CPU), a network, or storage systems and the nature of requests (e.g., browsing a list
of books on a web site) to estimate resource utilizations, job throughputs, and job
response times. For example, in a data center which consists of M application
environments (AEs) and N servers [79], each Application Environment may run online
transaction workloads or batch workloads.

For online workloads, the workload intensity

specified by the average arrival rate λi,s of transactions of class s at AEi.

In this study,
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the relevant performance metrics for online AEs are the response times Ri,s for each class
s of AEi. The resource allocation problem is how to dynamically switch servers among
AEs with the goal of maximizing the global utility function Ui,s, which is a function of
response time Ri,s. Using multi-class open queuing network models, the response time of
class s transactions Ri, s(ni) at AEi can be computed using the average arrival rateλi,s of
transactions of class s at AEi, the CPU requirements DiCPU
for transactions of class s at
,s
any server of AEi, the IO service demand DiIO
, s for transactions of class s at any server of
AEi, and the number ni of servers allocated to AEi. Using a queuing model, the
configuration change (how many servers are needed for AEi) will be determined based on
the service demands of DiCPU
and DiIO
,s
,s .
The control theory approach [80, 81, 99-103] models the system using two modules:
System model and controller.
The System model can be described using an empirical approach that employs curve
fitting to construct static system models or using black box methodology (a.k.a., system
identification) to formulate a transfer function or a state space model. In a feedback
control system, the control input is a parameter that affects the behavior of the managed
system and can be adjusted dynamically (such as the MaxClients parameter in the Apache
HTTP Server). The system output is a measurable characteristic of the managed system
such as CPU utilization and response time.
The controller module can be designed using a reactive control or a predictive control.
The reactive control [80, 99-103] computes the values of the control input based on
current and past values of control error to derive the desired control input, which is the
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configuration change to be taken. This kind of controller uses classical feedback to
observe the current application state and take the corrective actions, if necessary, to
maintain the desired QoS. Feedback control, however, has some inherent limitations. It
usually assumes a linear and discrete-time model for system dynamics with an
unconstrained state space, and a continuous input and output domain. The predictive
approach uses a look-ahead controller [81], where relevant parameters of the operating
environment such as workload arrival patterns are estimated and used by the system
model to forecast future behavior over a look-ahead horizon. The configuration changes
are modeled as a sequential optimization under some uncertainty.
The key advantages of using control theory instead of ad hoc heuristics are: (1) The
ability to systematically pose various performance control problems of interest within the
same basic framework, and (2) the feasibility of the proposed algorithms can be verified
prior to deployment. However, as systems expand in complexity, the construction of a
single analytical model that characterizes the system operations may become infeasible.

AI planning
In order to formulate a configuration management problem as AI planning problem [82,
83, 106], system states are modeled in terms of (binary) state-variables with initial and
goal states. Configuration change actions are modeled as state transformation functions.
States and Actions are expressed using a planning language. When the goal state is
specified, the planning algorithms will define a sequence of configuration actions to
transform the current state of the system to the chosen final state.
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AI Planning approach is suitable for systems that experience very dynamic changes in
environments.

Machine Learning and Data Mining
Machine Learning and Data Mining is used to find the relationships between the
configuration actions and the managed attributes, and then use this relationship to derive
the configuration decision [84, 86, 8]. For example, in a three-tier web application
architecture [85], data mining technique is used to learn the performance model of the DB
query latency and the number of database replicas necessary to meet the requirements of
a given workload.
Unlike model-based approach that needs an explicit model, this approach doesn’t need
a detailed model of the managed systems. However, it requires representative data and
may take a long time if the training data set is large and the system feature set is complex.

3). Configuration implementation policy
This policy focuses on HOW to implement the dynamic configuration once it is
identified according to the configuration adaptation policy. The techniques used to
implement the configuration changes can be classified based on the managed system type:
application/service or resource.

Application/Service configuration Implementation
The application/service configuration changes can be done using an application
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configuration file [63], the application code itself [52, 55, 57, 58], dynamic code
injection [48], or service/component composition [49, 16].


Application Configuration file
A common approach to effect system configuration changes is through configuration
files [63] (e.g., httpd.conf for Apache web server). This approach is easy to
implement and safe, but it requires the managed system can read and change the
configuration file at runtime.



Application Code
This approach requires the developers to implement dynamic reconfiguration in the
application program itself. Two main techniques can be used:
1) Program all or part of the application code using a language (or model) that
supports dynamic configuration. For example, CLOS [52] provides the dynamic
configuration support inherently; while Open Java [55] and Adaptive Java [57]
extend Java to include new keywords to support changing application codes;
2) Weave the adaptive code into the functional code. For example, AspectJ [58]
weaves adaptive behavior into existing applications at compile time.



Dynamic Code Injection
This approach injects code dynamically into the application code through load
library technique or hooks [107].

For example, Poellabauer etc. [108] proposed an

approach to autonomize the existing code for runtime diagnosis by inserting
dynamic linker hooks in the existing code, so that at runtime, the corresponding
libraries are loaded for diagnostic purposes.
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Service/Component composition
This approach assumes a large application is composed by some services or
components. The configuration changes can be implemented by changing the
components/services used to run the application [168].
Traditionally, distributed components/services are combined manually by developers
to provide integrated functionalities. For example, one can describe how various
services interact using a language such as the Business Process Execution Language
for Web Services (BPEL4WS) [109]. This approach is static and needs human
intervention. The SWORD toolkit [71] allows web service providers to quickly
create composite Web services. A rule-based plan generator is used to find a feasible
“plan” using type-based composition. Dynamic Composition in Accord [47] is
performed by a multi-agent system consisting of peer rule agents embedded within
autonomic components and a composition agent. Programmers submit the primary
application workflow to the composition agent, which decomposes the workflow
into interaction rules. This decomposition process consists of mapping control
statements in the workflow into corresponding rule templates, and defining the
required parameters for the templates. The composition agent injects these
interaction rules into the corresponding rule agents, which then execute the rules to
appropriately configure the components and establish the interaction relationships.

Resource configuration Implementation
The resource configuration changes can be implemented using specific utilities,
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application programming interface (API) provided by the system or changing the
resource configuration parameters.


Utility
Many network and system resources provide utilities and tools to change the
configuration. For example, HP UNIX provides Process Resource Manager (RPM)
[72, 73] to allocate resources to a group of workloads. The Virtual Data Toolkit [110]
is an ensemble of grid middleware that can be easily installed and configured and
intended as a software release and update tool muck like yum [112].



Application programming interface (API)
API is also a common approach to change system and resource configuration. By
invoking certain APIs, the user can change the system configuration with the
Operating System support. For example, the user can use Linux kernel API function
dev_open [111] to open a network interface.



Change configuration parameters
Many distributed systems rely on the configuration file [63] to deploy and configure
resources. If any configuration changes happen, user can also change the
configuration parameters in configuration file.

2.4.3

Configuration Management Systems Comparison

In this section, we will apply the configuration taxonomy discussed above to compare
the techniques used to achieve initial configuration and dynamic configuration,
respectively.
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1). Initial Configuration Management
In the script-based approach, the systems include Nixes [64] and Apache web server
[63]. Nixes [64] is a script-based tool used to install, maintain, control, and monitor
applications on PlanetLab [155]. Apache web server [63] relies on a script file httpd.conf
to specify the configuration parameters of global environment, server configuration, and
virtual host.
In the language-based approach, the representative systems include SmartFrog [65, 66]
and JOpera [70, 69]. SmartFrog [65, 66] is a framework for service configuration,
description, deployment, and life-cycle management, which consists of a description
language, a deployment infrastructure, a component model, and a set of components that
provide various application services. JOpera [70, 69] is an advanced service oriented
computing tool that provides modeling, execution, monitoring and debugging tools for
workflow-based Web service orchestration through a visual composition language.
In the model-based approach, the representative systems include Strider [67], Fresh
[68] and SWORD [71]. Strider [67] is a black box, state-based approach to change
configuration management. It models management and support problems in terms of
individual, named pieces of low-level configuration state. Fresh [68] describes an
approach to automate enterprise application configuration that uses a feature model.
SWORD toolkit [71] allows service providers to quickly create composite web services.
Individual services are defined in terms of their inputs and outputs in an (entity
relationship based) “world model”. A rule-based plan generator is used to find a feasible
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“plan” using type-based composition.

2). Dynamic Configuration management
According to our classification, there are two different configuration change
approaches: threshold based and goal state based.
Threshold-based systems include HP workload manager [72, 73], Adaptive grid
reconfiguration [74], Florida Fuzzy system [75], IBM Unity [77, 78], Performance
guarantees for web server end-systems [80], Model-based Online Control Strategies [81],
Temperature-Aware Database Provisioning [85], Autonomic Resource Allocation [86],
Huang’s system [88, 87], Automate [22], Columbia’s project [21]

and Industry products

such as IBM Tivoli [90], HP OpenView [91], and CA Unicenter [92]. Among them, IBM
Unity [77, 78], model based online control strategies [81], autonomic resource allocation
[86], and Huang’s system [88, 87] are based on utility threshold, while others are based
on resource and application status threshold.
Autonomic Pervasive Computing [82] and Plaint [83] are representative work of
goal-state based approach.

According to Configuration Adaptation policy, we can classify the dynamic
configuration systems by four different types.
In the rule-based approach, the systems include HP Workload Manger [72, 73],
Adaptive grid reconfiguration[74], Florida Fuzzy system [75], Huang’s system [88, 87]
and Automate [22]. HP Workload Manger [72, 73] uses rules to decide whether current
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allocation is sufficient or not for the workload. Adaptive grid reconfiguration [74]
attempts at controlling a grid (e.g., GT4) via an explicit management architecture that
incorporates multiple, hierarchic sets of rule-based control logic in time based detection
Language (TEPL). Fuzzy system [75] is also a rule-based system, but they are using
fuzzy logic based rule to deal with the complexity of the virtualized data center and the
uncertainties of the dynamically changing workloads. In Huang’s receipt based system
[88, 87], rules are embedded in adaptation strategies. Industry products [90-92] also use
rule-based approach.
In the model-based approach, we have systems based on general analytical model:
IBM Unity [77], which models data center resource related to service level and control
parameters; systems based on queuing model: Bennani et al.’s system [79], which
predicts the response time and throughput for both online and batch workloads using
multi-class open queuing networks; and systems based on control theory model:
performance guarantees for web server end-systems [80] describes performance control
of a web server using classical feedback control theory and Model-based online control
strategies [81] proposed a limited look-ahead controller (LLC) based self-management
and demonstrated a case study of an autonomic data streaming service.
In the planning-based approach, the representative systems are Autonomic Pervasive
Computing [82] and Planit [83]. Autonomic Pervasive Computing [82] presents a new
paradigm for the operation of pervasive computing environments that is based on goal
specification and STRIPS-based planning. Planit [83] uses the temporal planner to devise
possible deployments and possible reconfigurations of the system given a model of the
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structure of a software system, the network upon which the system should be hosted, and
a goal configuration.
In the data mining based approach, the systems include Failure Diagnosis Using
Decision Trees [84], a data-mining based system that uses decision tree approach to
diagnose failures and identify the causes of failures in large Internet sites, adaptive
Learning of Metric Correlations for Temperature-Aware Database Provisioning [85], and
a hybrid Reinforcement learning approach to Autonomic Resource Allocation [86] by
combining the strengths of both RL and queuing models.

As we discussed before, there are many approaches in configuration implementation
policy.
HP Workload Manger [72, 73], IBM Unity [77], Temperature-Aware Database
Provisioning [85], Autonomic Resource allocation [86], and many industry products
[90-92] change configuration parameters of resources and applications to implement the
configuration changes.
Adaptive Grid Reconfiguration [74] attempts at the configuration changes through
ANDREA management system and Filed Dock interfaces. Performance Guarantees for
Web Server End-Systems [80] developed actuators to adjust the internal load on the
server given an uncontrolled amount of external load (web requests), while configuration
implementation of Autonomic Pervasive Computing [82] is through CORBA's Dynamic
Invocation Interface (DII) [34]. Huang’s system [88, 87] and Columbia’s system [21]
implement the configuration changes through a set of APIs. Florida Fuzzy Model [75]
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relies on the utilities the virtual machine provides to implement the resource changes.
Plaint [83] system and Automate [22] effect the changes through service composition.
Industry products such as IBM Tivoli [90], HP OpenView [91], and CA Unicenter [92]
implement the changes (and sensor the configuration data) through SNMP and CMIP
[113] APIs.
Our Autonomia [8-19] approach presents a holistic self-configuration framework and
provides a common management interface (CMI) for different systems and services. Not
only supports initial deployment/configuration, our approach also supports dynamic
configuration at runtime. The component in our system can be any system or service like
a network resource, server, security tool, or an application. By augmenting each
component as an Autonomic Component with a CMI and a CRM, we can achieve the
desired self-configuration capability. The Configuration change policy is threshold-based
and the configuration adaptation is rule-based, which can be low-level rules specified by
users, or high level rules that defines the configuration management requirements. Our
framework also provides many configuration change mechanisms to implement the
configuration changes.
Table 2.1 summarizes the dynamic configuration management comparison results.

Table 2.1 Dynamic Configuration Management Systems Comparison
Configuration
Change Policy

Configuration
Adaptation Policy

HP Workload Manger [72, 73]

threshold

Rule-based

Adaptive Grid
Reconfiguration [74]

threshold

Rule-based

Configuration
Implementation
Policy
Resource/RPM
Process Resource
Manager
API (ANDERA and
Field Dock)
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Florida Fuzzy Model [75]

threshold

Rule-based/Fuzzy
Rules

IBM Unity [77, 78]

Utility Threshold

Model-based

Bennani [79]

NA

Model-based (Queuing
network model)

NA

threshold

Model-based/Control
theory

API

Utility Threshold

Model-based/Control
theory

NA

Goal

Planning

Goal

Planning

API (CORBA's
Dynamic Invocation
Interface)
Service Composition

NA

Data Mining

NA

threshold

Learning

Configuration
Parameters (database
replicas)

Utility Threshold

Learning

Performance Guarantees for
Web Server End-Systems
[80]
Enabling Self-Managing
Applications using
Model-based Online Control
Strategies [81]
Autonomic Pervasive
Computing [82]
Plaint [83]
Failure Diagnosis Using
Decision Trees [84]
Adaptive Learning of Metric
Correlations for
Temperature-Aware
Database Provisioning [85]
Autonomic Resource
Allocation [86]

OS Utility (Virtual
Machine)
Resource parameters
Configuration

Huang [88, 87]

threshold /
Manual
threshold /
Manual
threshold /
Manual
utility Threshold

Automate [22]

threshold

Rule-based

Columbia [21]

threshold
threshold /
Manual

NA

Resource parameters
Configuration
API/configuration
parameter change
API/configuration
parameter change
API/configuration
parameter change
Application Code/API
Service/Component
Composition
API

Rule-based

ALL

IBM Tivoli [90]
HP OpenView [91]
CA Unicenter [92]

Autonomia [8-19]

Rule-based
Rule-based
Rule-based
Rule-based
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Chapter 3. AUTONOMIC COMPONENT MODEL
Our approach to autonomize any software module or network resource is based on
augmenting the resource/service as an Autonomic Component with two modules [14, 9]:
Component Management Interface (CMI) and Component Runtime Manager (CRM), as
shown in Figure 3.1. It extends traditional components (e.g., CORBA and Java beans)
with provisions to support autonomic features (e.g., self-configuring, self-protecting, and
self-healing). This architecture can either be used to implement autonomic components
from scratch or add autonomizing provisions to existing software modules or hardware
resources.

Figure 3.1 Autonomic Component Model

CMI consists of three ports: Configuration Port, Control Port and Operation Port. It is
a passive module that stores all control and management policies that govern the
operation of a component and its interaction with the environment. However, CRM
represents the active module that aims at enforcing the policies specified in CMI at
runtime. Consequently, CRM continuously monitors and analyzes the execution of its
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component and interrupts its operation once it detects that the execution environment of
the current component cannot meet the desired operational and functional requirements.
The planning module determines the appropriate corrective actions that can be performed
by the execution module.
We use the data center as an example to explain our approach. Current data center
environment [172] is moving towards using modular resources and software components
that can be dynamically scaled upward and downward as required by the current
workloads and network traffic. For example, data center shown in Figure 3.2 includes ten
server components (like Blade Server Farm) and ten storage components. The server
components and storage components will be allocated on demand to three applications:
DB Server, Application Server and Web Server.
When configuring resources, user needs to define for each server component and
storage component, the appropriate IP address, OS type, and other software components
that must run on each resource.

When configuring applications, user needs to define

what application version to be deployed and where to get the required software packages.
User also needs to specify the application dependency to make sure that all the required
software modules have been loaded.
Due to the dynamism and heterogeneity of the environment and application requests,
the initial configuration might become very inefficient very soon after the application
starts its execution. Hence, the configuration of resources and application components
must be changed dynamically as required by the current system and application states.
For example, when resources assigned to the DB server (Cluster 1) are overloaded,
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additional server components and storage components need to be brought into this cluster.
In a similar way, when Cluster 1 loads decrease significantly, server and storage resources
must be removed from this cluster.

Figure 3.2 Data Center Example

3.1 Component Management Interface (CMI)
The Management Interface usually refers to an API that provides the interface between
the service layer and management applications and allows these applications access,
manage and control systems, components and peripherals. Industry standards like WBEM
[114], WSDM [115,116] and Web Services Resource Framework [117] have defined such
interfaces. Our CMI expands these definitions to enable autonomic behaviors that can not
be supported by existing standard interfaces.
The CMI provides three ports to specify the control and management requirements
associated with each software component and/or network resource, as briefly described
below:
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3.1.1 Configuration Port
The configuration port defines the configuration attributes that are required to
automate the process of setting up the execution environment of a software component
and/or a hardware resource. The component configuration attributes include the
following:
•

Component name, Component version, and Component executable location,

•

Component resource requirements such as Machine Type, OS Type, OS Version,
CPU Speed, Memory and Disk size, and Network Bandwidth

•

Component dependency such as software packages that must be installed a priori
before the component can run. It is possible that the component dependency
requirements cannot be met and we need to be able to handle these conditions by
automatically installing the required resources whenever it is feasible. Otherwise,
generate a configuration error message that the component cannot be installed.



Configuration port also includes configuration policies that specify how to
handle configuration errors and changes. For example, if a new software patch
becomes available for an autonomic component, the configuration port can
specify the actions that must be taken to download and install the patch.
<configuration_port>
<component attr_name="" operator="" value=""/>
<machine attr_name="" operator="" value=""/>
<dependency component_name="" location="" version=""/>
….
<configuration_policy>
<policy>…</policy>
</configuration_policy>
</configuration_port>

Figure 3.3 Configuration Port Schema

For example, in the Data Center example shown in Figure 3.2, the configuration port
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definition for the WebServer component can be expressed as follows:
•

Component Attributes: name is Web Server, Version 5.0, and software location is
http://catalina_server/softpackage/Web Server/Tomcat

•

The component resource requirements: OS type is Linux, OS version is 2.4, and
Memory >= 512MB

•

The dependency requirements: mySQL DB Server with version 3.23 or higher

•

Application developer can also define configuration policy rules. For example, if
mySQL DB Server cannot satisfy the dependency requirements either not installed or
installed with version lower than 3.23, a DEPENDENCY_ERROR message will be
generated. The checkDepedency(int module_name) is defined as sensor function in
Control port we will explain next.

The CML specification to describe the configuration requirements for the WebServer is as
follows.
<configuration_port>
<component attr_name="name" operator="=" value="WebServer"/>
<component attr_name="version" operator="=" value="5.0"/>
<component attr_name="executable_location" operator="="
value="http:// http://catalina_server/softpackage/Web
Server/Tomcat"/>
<machine attr_name="OS_Type" operator="=" value="Linux"/>
<machine attr_name="OS_Version" operator=">=" value="2.4"/>
<machine attr_name="memory" operator=">=" value="512MB"/>
<dependency package_name=”mySQL” location="/usr/local/mySQL"
version="3.23"/>
<configuration_policy>
<policy>
<conditions condition="checkDepedency(mySQL)== FAIL"/>
<actions action="EVENT_SEND(DEPENDENCY_ERROR)" input= "mySQL"/>
</policy>
</configuration_policy>
</configuration_port>

Figure 3.4 Web Server Component Configuration Port Specification
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3.1.2 Control Port
This port defines the data that needs to be monitored and the control functions that can
be invoked to make the component behave in an autonomic manner. The control port
consists of two parts: sensor and action parts.
The sensor part defines all the measurement attributes that must be obtained regularly
to determine whether or not the component is operating normally. The type of
measurement attributes to be monitored varies according to the function being monitored.
For example, to achieve self-optimization, the sensor monitors the current work-load on
the resource running the component, amount of memory available, network bandwidth,
and component current state. For the self-protection, the sensor monitors the number of
open connections, number of successful sessions, transfer rates, error rates etc.
The Actuator part defines all the control actions that can be invoked at runtime to fix
any abnormal behavior.
resource.

It also defines the functions to be provided by a component or a

The type of actions depends on the type of self-management function. In

self-optimization management, the actions can be migrating the component to a faster
resource, adding more processors and memory to the component execution environment,
etc. In self-protection management, the actions can be to shut down some ports being
used to lunch attacks, kill processes that were compromised or exploited by attackers,
shut down some communication links or routers, etc.
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<control_port>
<sensor>
<function name="">
<inputs/>
<outputs/>
</function>
</sensor>
<actuator>
<function name="">
<inputs/>
<outputs/>
</function>
</actuator>
</control_port>

Figure 3.5 Control Port Specification

The control port specification is shown in Figure 3.5. Figure 3.6 shows the Control Port
specification for the Server Component 6 (SC6). The sensor part includes
getClusterLoad() function that provides information about the average load of the server
components in a specific cluster. The action part includes join() and leave() functions to
dynamically assign SC6 to a specific cluster or release SC6 from a specific cluster as
required by the current system and network loads, respectively.

<control_port>
<sensor>
<function name="getClusterLoad">
<inputs>
<input name="cluster" type="Object" value=""/>
</inputs>
<outputs>
<output name="load" type="float"/>
</outputs>
</function>
<sensor>
<actuator>
<function name="join">
<inputs>
<input name="server_component" type="ServerObject" value=""/>
<input name="cluster" type="Object" value=""/>
</inputs>
</function>
<function name="leave">
</function>
</actuator>
</control_port>

Figure 3.6 Control Port for the Server Component SC6
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3.1.3 Operation Port
It defines the policies that must be enforced to govern the operations of the component
and/or a resource as well as its interactions with other components or resources. The
operation port rules can be expressed as
<IF Condition1 AND Condition2 AND … Conditionm, THEN Action1 AND
Action2 … Actionn>.

Each rule is expressed with a conjunction of one or more conditions and actions.
Condition is the logical combination of a component/resource state and/or measurement
attributes or an external event triggered by other components or resources. Action can
invoke the sensor/actuator functions that are specified in the control port or send out
events to other components. The policies that govern the operations of an autonomic
component can be specified in terms of two types of rules: behavior rules and interaction
rules.
•

Behavior rules define the operational region that meets the component requirements.
For example, the CPU utilization and available memory must satisfy pre-defined
thresholds, transfer rates and number of connections must be within well thresholds
perceived as normal, etc.

•

Interaction rules define the rules that govern the interactions of the component or the
resource with other components and resources; For example, the completion of one
component execution will trigger the execution of two other components.
interaction mechanism is event driven.

The
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The operation port specification is shown in Figure 3.7
<operation_port>
<behavior_policy>
<Policy>
<conditions condition=""/>
<actions action="" input=""/>
<else_actions/>
</Policy>
</behavior_policy>
<interaction_policy>
<Policy>
<conditions condition=""/>
<actions action="" input=""/>
<else_actions/>
</Policy>
</interaction_policy>
</operation_port>

Figure 3.7 Operation Port Specification

1). Policy Rule Definition
The policy we support is in the following <IF, THEN> format.
<IF Condition1 AND Condition2 AND … Conditionm,
THEN Action1 AND Action2 … Actionn>


Condition Format
There are two kinds of conditions: sensor output and event(s) come from other
components.
(1). Sensor Output
Conditioni = [Host.][Component.]Attribute Operator Value

Attribute, operator and value are required; host and component are optional. This
format is usually used to manage local behavior, which is defined as behavior rule.
(2). Receiving Event
The condition can be also any events receiving from other components.
Conditioni = EVENT_REC([Host.][Component.]Event_Name(Event_Data)

Event name is a set of event of the system supports, it includes IDLE, RUNNING,
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FAILURE, DONE (SUCCESS), START, and others. Event data is any string of data
with certain format defined by users. Host and Component are optional in the event,
while event_name and data are required. Event condition is usually used in
interaction rules.


Action Format
There are two kinds of actions: local and remote action, and sending out events to
other components.
(1). Local or Remote Action
Actionj = [Host.][Component.]ActionName[(Parameter List)]

ActionName is required, which can be remote action or remote action that is a batch
file in windows system and shell script in Linux/UNIX. Host, component and
parameter list are optional
(2). Sending Event
The action can be also sending out events to other components in the format we
defined above except changing the EVENT_REC to EVENT_SEND.
Actionj = EVENT_SEND([Host.][Component.]Event_Name(Event_Data)

2). Operation Port Example
For example, in the data center shown in Figure 3.2, its resources are grouped into
three computing clusters. To support dynamic resource self-configuration, the Control
Port defines three functions for the Server Component 6 (SC6) resource: getClusterLoad()
function reports the load status for each cluster; join() function adds a resource to a
specific cluster; leave() function releases a resource from a specific cluster. The
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Operation Port can then define the rules that govern how SC6 can dynamically join and
leave one specific cluster as follows:
•

IF cluster is overloaded, THEN assign SC6 to it

•

IF cluster is low loaded, THEN release SC6 from it.

<operation_port>
<behavior_policy>
<policy>
<conditions condition="getClusterLoad(Object Clusteri) >= OVERLOADED"/>
<actions action="join" input= "(SC6, Clusteri)"/>
<else_actions/>
</policy>
<policy>
<conditions condition="getClusterLoad(Object Clusteri) <= LOWLOADED"/>
<actions action="leave" input= "(SC6, Clusteri)"/>
<else_actions/>
</policy>
</behavior_policy>
</operation_port>

Figure 3.8 Operation Port for the Server Component SC6

Figure 3.8 shows the Operation Port specification for resource SC6.
It is possible that the actions to be performed on a specific resource or component
being not compatible (in conflict with each other). The resolution approach to resource
conflicts can be based on priority. The more detailed conflicts detection and resolutions
will be discussed in Section 3.3.

3). Using interaction rules to compose event based workflow
The interaction rules can be used to compose the application workflow that consists of
multiple autonomic components. For example, if component A finishes its execution and
plans to notify component B to start its task, we can express this as

an interaction rule

in component A <IF A finishes, THEN SEND_EVENT(B, A success)>

and the
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corresponding interaction rule in B will be <IF RECV_EVENT(A success), THEN start
B>.
Figure 3.9 describes an application workflow. This distributed application consists of
four components that are running different hosts in certain order. First, JavaComponent1
will be activated when the application starts, when it finishes, JavaComponent2 and
JavaComponent3 will be launched simultaneously on two different hosts; when both of
them complete, Checkpt_Component will be started.
Command or Event

JavaComponent1
Send Event

Send Event

Recv Event

Recv Event

JavaComponent2

JavaComponent3

Send Event

Send Event

Recv Event

Recv Event
Checkpt_component

Figure 3.9 Application Workflow

Figure 3.10 shows the interaction policies defined in Checkpt_component.
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<autonomic_component>
<configuration_port>
<component attr_name="name" operator="=" value="Checkpt_component"/>
</configuration_port>
<control_port>
<sensor> … </sensor>
<actuator> … </actuator>
</control_port>
<operation_port>
<behavior_policy>
<policy>
<conditions condition="getRunningStatus() = 0"/>
<actions action="restart" input="getCheckPoint()">
</actions>
</policy>
</behavior_policy>
<interaction_policy>
<policy>
<conditions condition="RECV_EVENT(JavaComponent2,status,=,2) and
RECV_EVENT(JavaComponent3,status,=,2)"/>
<actions action="start_checkpoint" input="">
</actions>
</policy>
</interaction_policy>
</operation_port>
</autonomic_component>

Figure 3.10 Workflow Example for Checkpt_component

3.2 Component Runtime Manager (CRM)
CRM is the local control system associated with a component that continuously
monitors the component operations, analyzes the current state, plans the appropriate
corrective actions if needed, and executes these actions to bring the component back to
acceptable normal state of operation. The CRM control and management algorithm is
shown in Figure 3.11.
CRM keeps checking the CMI for any changes to the current management strategies
(step 2). If changes are specified, CRM will then read and parse the CMI file (steps 2~4).
CRM also monitors the state of the component using all the available component sensor
functions that are specified in the CMI sensor module (step 5). The monitored
information is then analyzed by the analysis module to determine if there are any severe
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deviations from the desired state (step 7). Furthermore, the CRM also monitors any
events or messages that might have been sent to this component (step 6). If the analysis
module determines that the component is violating its operational and functional
requirements, the planning module is called to determine the appropriate actions (step 8)
that will be performed by the execution module to bring the component to normal
operations (step 9 and 10). If any event is received, then the appropriate actions for this
event will also be performed by the execution module (steps 12~14).

1: While (true)
2: if (any changes in CMI management polices)
3:
read and update CMI polices
4: end if
5: state
CRM_monitoring
6: event
other components
7: state_deviation = CRM_analysis(state, DESIRED_STATE)
8: if (state_deviation is true)
9:
actions = CRM_planning(state, event)
10:
CRM_Execute (actions)
11: end if
12: if (event!= null)
13:
CRM_execute (event)
14: end if
15: end while

Figure 3.11 Control and Management Algorithm of the CRM

The CRM algorithm manages all the component requirements with respect to
performance, fault, security and configuration in an integrated way. For example, if the
component state deviation caused by malicious attacks, the planning module will
determine the appropriate protective security actions to mitigate and prevent the current
attacks. Similarly, when the component state deviates from normal behavior due to
failures, the planning module will determine the appropriate actions to recover from the
failures and continue normal operations. Consequently, CRM can handle in a holistic way
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all the desired component attributes rather than having each attribute handled by separate
mechanisms.
3.3 Policy Rule Conflict Detection and Resolution
3.3.1 Policy Definition and Formalization
The policy rule in the operation port is in the Disjunctive Normal Form (DNF) as
follow.
IF {Conditions ∩ … ∩ … Conditions} THEN {Actions ∩ … ∩ … Actions}

We define the model of a policy rule:
R: {Ci}i∈I  {Aj}

j∈J

… (1)

in which {Ci}i∈I is a family of conditions indexed by i (that ranges over the elements of
the indexing set I) and {Aj} j∈J is a family of actions (indexed by j∈J). It is worth noting
that the symbol “” in formula (1) has no logical meaning and it represents the concept
of “binding”.
The condition is in the format of <attribute OPERATOR value>. The attribute is
specified by users. The Operator can be any comparison operator (<, >, ==) and
enumeration (in). The (real time) value can be a returned data value from a sensor or an
event received from other components or an external environment.

3.3.2 Policy Conflict Definition
Given two policy rules
R1: (C1  {Aj1}, j1∈J1)
R2: (C2  {Aj2}, j2∈J2)
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A policy conflict occurs if:
C ∩ = C1 ∩ C2 ≠ ∅ and {Aj1} ≠ {Aj2}, where j1∈
∈J1, j2∈
∈J2

The policy conflict occurs [127-133] if the selection conditions of the two (or multiple)
rules intersect but they do not specify the same set of actions. For example, given two
policy rules, the first rule is activated when the condition c1 is satisfied on attribute A,
and the second rule is activated when the condition c2 is satisfied on attribute B. It may
seem that the rules have no intersection but, due to the independence of attributes A and
B, it is possible that both rules are satisfied at the same time.
Since our Autonomic Component (AC) can communicate with other ACs in a
hierarchical structure, two types of conflicts can occur:


conflicts between the rules in different components, and



conflicts between the rules within one component

3.3.3 Conflict Detection Algorithm
Currently, we are using a greedy algorithm [176] to check if there is any conflict in all
policy rules. The algorithm shown in Figure 3.12 assumes that there are N policy rules
and M attributes to be compared in the conditions part.
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Step 1:
Loop m: 1 M
For each attribute, record all partitions and save into MAX_VALUES[m]
End Loop
Step 2:
Loop m: 1 M
Loop variables i: 1  MAX_VALUES[m]
Loop all policy Rule from n: 1  N
If there is one condition in this area
num_policy [m][i][n] += 1
If (num_policy [m][i][n]> 1)
Conflict Occurs
End Loop
End Loop
End Loop

Figure 3.12 Conflict Detection Algorithm

3.3.4 Conflict Resolution
Next, we concentrate on the region C∩ and choose the resolution methods based only
on the action values. Different methods for conflict resolution were presented [122-129]:
the prioritization of the rules based on the order; Deny Take Precedence (DTP), if the
actions or policy rule more restrictive are preferred; and Most/Least Specific Take
Precedence (MSTP/LSTP), if the policy rule with the most/least specific condition is
preferred.
In our system, we use the prioritization mechanism to resolve the two types of conflicts.


Conflicts between different components
For this type of conflicts, high level components have precedence over the lower
ones.



Conflicts within one component
A user can assign explicit priority values to policies to define a precedence
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ordering. Consistency is very important for this approach. Otherwise it may result
in arbitrary priorities which do not really relate to the importance of the policies.
One way to avoid this is to assign specific administrator to define priorities.
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Chapter 4. AUTONOMIA ARCHITECTURE
We have developed an autonomic control and management architecture that we refer to
as Autonomia [14, 9, 19] (see Figure 4.1) as our self-configuration environment, which
provides users with all the tools required to specify the appropriate control and
management schemes and the services to configure the required software and network
resources and then manage their operations to meet the overall system requirements. The
main Autonomia modules include System Management Editor, Autonomic Management
Library, Component Runtime Manager (CRM) and Compound Component Runtime
Manager (CCRM).

Figure 4.1 Autonomia Architecture
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4.1 System Management Editor (SME)
SME is used to specify the component management requirements according to the
specified CMI schema we defined in chapter 3. Each autonomic component requires a
CMI associated to it, no matter it is basic component or compound component.
Figure 4.2 illustrates the CMI definition for a local system administration component
which can manage local system resources automatically.

Figure 4.2 CMI Editor to Define System Administration Component

4.2 Autonomic Management Library (AML)
AML is a set of common services/functionalities (e.g., fault tolerant service) we have
developed that can be invoked by any Component Runtime Manager. The library includes
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machine learning algorithms, which can be used for decision making modules (analysis
and planning); fault detection algorithms,; system and application performance
measurement functions; configuration interface functions, which measure the specified
attributes and effect the configuration changes; and security detection utilities .


Fault Detection Functions
We have developed a common heartbeat process to detect faults in network port,
application process and remote host. Heartbeat [164] is a common approach to
detecting process and node failures in a distributed (networked) computing
environment. Periodically, a monitoring entity sends a message (a heartbeat) to a
monitored node or process and waits for a reply. If the monitored node does not
respond within a predefined timeout interval, it is declared as failed and appropriate
recovery action is initiated.



System and Network performance measurement functions
A set of system performance monitoring functions like system process utilization,
CPU usage, memory usage and disk utilization, and network traffic monitoring
functions for Windows, Linux and Unix platforms.



Configuration Interface Library
We have developed two common monitor interface functions to store and retrieve the
monitored data stored in a Component Information Base (CIB). The detailed
Component Information Base (CIB) format will be discussed in the next section.
public int setMonitoringData(MonitorDataEntry data_entry)
public int getMonitoringData(MonitorDataEntry data_entry)
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The setMonitoringData() function reports current monitored attributes into CIB file.
The getMonitoringData() function retrieves the monitored attributes from CIB file.


Security Package
Our framework incorporates many popular security software, like network based
intrusion detection system, snort [151]; nmap [156], open source utility for network
exploration or security auditing; and others.



Data mining package
We also incorporate many data mining packages into our framework like
Ripper/Slipper [157], Weka [158] etc.



Optimization package
In case an analytical model is available, our system can also support integration with
MatLab [159], TomLab [160], and the Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP)
solver lp_solve [161].



Knowledge base I/O operations
Database operation functions based on JDBC are also supported. SQLLite [148]
support is also under development.

4.3 Component Runtime Manager (CRM)
CRM is a runtime manager that aims at monitoring the component behavior and
controls its operation in order to maintain the desired component attributes and
functionalities, which includes four procedures: monitoring, analysis, planning and
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execution.

4.3.1

Monitoring

This module collects the status and state information of the management
application/system through its sensors.
We currently support two type of monitoring functions: resources monitoring and
application monitoring.


For resource monitoring, we develop a set of programs to observe the network, CPU,
memory, disk etc. behaviors.



For application and service monitoring, if the application source code is available,
we can inject monitoring functions into it and recompile the application code.
Otherwise, we can use the utilities such as command line interface, API, or log files
to monitor the application.
In order to normalize the monitored data, we have proposed a standard data format

called Component Information Base (CIB) and developed a set of functions to output the
monitoring data in this CIB format in Java, C/C++, Perl, and Shell scripts. Figure 4.3
shows the CIB format.
The CIB format consists of four sections: component, time stamp, str_attribute and
str_attr_value. Str_attribue section can be composed using multiple attribute/type pairs.
Str_attr_value includes the real monitored values in the order of str_attribute section.
The CIB supports multiple instances of attributes in one sensor where each instance is
stored in a single line. This mechanism is very useful for centralized sensors to monitor
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multiple remote objects.
component = sys_management
time_stamp = 10/23/2006 11:18:45 AM
str_attribute =
disk_usage float
attribute2 string
attribute3 int
attribute4 float
str_attr_value =
69,SUCCESS,12,15.234
12,FAIL,10,123.156
10,FAIL,8,120.156
2,FAIL,4,123.156
65,FAIL,1,123.156
Figure 4.3 CIB Format

For example, there is a monitor function getAlerts() returns two metrics with multiple
instances at one time in the format (string ip_address, int num_of_alerts). The first
attribute is the IP address in string type, the other one is the total number of alerts
associated with it in integer type, and then we can use the monitored attributed as policy
conditions as Figure 4.4 shows.
<policy>
<conditions condition="getAlerts().num_of_alerts > 10"/>
<actions action="aggregationAction" input="getAlerts().ip_address"/>
<else_actions/>
</policy>
<policy>
<conditions condition="getAlerts().num_of_alerts > 6 and
getAlerts().ip_address = 10.3.1.13"/>
<actions action="aggregationAction" input="10.3.1.13"/>
<else_actions/>
</policy>

Figure 4.4 Sensoring Data as Policy Condition

Currently we store the sensoring data in local text in CIB format. The data can be also
stored in centralized Database sever (for example, one DB server for each organization).
We are planning to use file database (for example, SQLite [148]) in future to store the
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monitoring data (and knowledge) on each local host.
Our monitoring module is adaptive and supports the dynamic monitoring interval
change. We provide a configuration interval attribute in configuration port; user can
specify it by any value in seconds (> 0). If not specified, the system will provide default
interval with 30 seconds. User can also change the interval dynamically by proving the
changing policy in behavior policy, for example, we can define a policy like: IF CPU
USAGE > 90%, THEN Changing the interval to 300 seconds, which will decrease

the frequency of the monitoring functions, as so to lower the monitoring overhead.

4.3.2

Analysis

This module analyzes component behaviors and detects if there are any anomalies or
state changes reflected by out-of-bound values of the cardinals (for example, degradation
in performance, component failure).
The analysis module can be implemented by different techniques. For example, if user
has enough knowledge about the management system and features, he can develop an
analytical model to build the relationship between the input variables and the interested
features. Sometimes analytical model is hard to get, but data about the system can be
collected easily, then we can build the profile of the normal behavior of a network node
or a process/application by using any existing machine learning algorithms. In some
cases, if the users have gained enough management knowledge about the system behavior,
they can define management rules directly based their experiences to handle different
situations.
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Although we propose some general techniques for this module, for some specific
domain, heuristic approaches may be more appropriate. For example, for network attacks
detection system, we can use the anomaly distance function [152] to quantify the
deviation of the current network or system state from the perceived normal state. In order
to detect any type of attacks, we need build the profile of the normal behavior of a
network node or a process/application. The online monitoring module continuously feeds
streaming data into the anomaly analysis module. The streaming data in terms of different
features is calculated based on different timing intervals. Hence, the streaming features
with different granularity can discover the sophisticated attackers who take advantage of
the window boundary to avoid detection. The anomaly analysis module has two main
functions. The first one is the classification function in which the learning function builds
a profile of the normal network behaviors that can be described using rule sets. The
second function is the prediction function that is used during the run time by the analysis
module that applies the profile rule sets to the observed network behavior to determine
the occurrence of any anomalous behavior that could be triggered by network attacks.

4.3.3

Planning

This module plans alternate execution strategies (by selecting appropriate actions) to
optimize the behaviors (e.g. to self-heal, self-optimize, self-protect etc.) and operations.
The plan function passes the appropriate change plan, which represents a desired set of
changes for the managed resource, to the execute function.
After the analysis module analyzes component behaviors and detects any anomalies
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happened on the managed component, planning module will formalize a correction
strategy to bring the system/component to normal state. The planned strategy can take
on many forms, ranging from a single command to a complex workflow. For example,
the plan function might produce a workflow that will add or delete specific resources or
redistribute portions of the workload to different resources.
The plan function provides the mechanisms that construct the actions needed to
achieve goals and objectives. In our framework, the planning module uses policy
information to guide its work.
The policy information provided by system administers are high level, while the
executable actions should be in low level action that can be effected on specific devices
or applications, a policy translation mechanism is needed. There are several policy
translation approaches [175] that can be implemented in our framework.
1). Simple transformations
In many circumstances, the mapping from higher-level policies (or business
objectives) to lower-level policies can be done directly with simple transformations.
This is the case when information is only being refined, as in a direct substitution
(e.g., mapping domain names to IP addresses).
This is also the case when the higher-level definition is actually a class definition
that aggregates a number of different attributes at the lower level (e.g., associating
a class of service like “gold” to a given set of goals for network parameters, such
as response time and packet loss rate). Even when higher-level objectives are being
mapped onto lower-level policy constructs, the transformations may be simple.
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In determining the number of servers that are needed to meet a desired response
time and the class of service that each server must provide, a simple table of server
characteristics might suffice. Also, if the underlying system only supports a small
number of alternative configurations, a simple search may be sufficient to see
which is needed to meet a desired objective (e.g., an availability target).

2). Analytic models
For more complex transformations, if an analytic model can be developed to
determine the business objective as a function of the underlying policies, the model
parameters that would satisfy the required business parameters can be determined.
For example, if an analytical expression exists to determine the outbound
bandwidth needed to support a given inbound traffic rate at a Web site, the
expression can be inverted to obtain the requisite traffic rate for any desired limit
for the outbound bandwidth. That is to say, if there exists a known closed form
expression for the function f, where f (p) = b, b is the bandwidth limit, and p is a
vector of policy values, it would be possible to use numerical or other techniques
to find the values for the components of the policy vector p that would attain the
value b.

3). Generic models
For some performance characteristics, such as response time and throughput,
computing systems are often modeled as queuing networks. Under certain sets of
simplifying assumptions, queuing network parameters can be derived analytically,
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but most often are arrived at by simulation techniques. Given such a parameterized
model, one could solve for the model parameters that would satisfy the required
business parameters.

4). Online adaptive control
Other classes of parameterized models, like those based on concepts from control
theory or statistical techniques such as linear regression [163], can be used to
determine and fine-tune the parameters needed to obtain a given business objective.
Neural networks [173] can also be used to determine the impact of specific policy
parameters on the requisite business objective. The neural network or adaptive
control scheme could then be used to dynamically adapt policy parameters to meet
the desired goals in the running system. This approach is fairly flexible, but
generally requires extensive training data.

5). Case-based reasoning
In certain instances, it may be possible to use learning techniques to develop
implicit models of system behavior. In a case-based reasoning (CBR) approach, the
settings for system parameters that attain certain goals would be learned
experimentally from historical data. A database of former cases is maintained,
where each case is a combination of the policy parameters and the business
objectives that were achieved when those parameter values were used. In order to
determine the set of policies that would be needed to achieve a new business
objective, the case database is searched to find the closest matching case, or the
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existing cases that bracket the new requirement, to establish the appropriate
settings. The definitions of the cases and the strategies for interpolation tend to be
specific to the particular policy discipline being considered, but the same case
manipulation software and algorithms can be used across different disciplines.
The CBR approach depends on extensive historical data in order to build a set of
cases rich enough to be consulted in guiding new decisions. In a system that has
been running for an extended period of time, it is possible to build cases from prior
experience. However, at bootstrap time, there is no prior experience to exploit.
Thus, a CBR approach needs to be combined with a heuristic approach (using an
analytical expression or approximation), which is used until enough historical data
is collected, or the system has to be pre-populated with a set of cases synthetically
derived or obtained experimentally.

4.3.4

Action

Action module effects the planned actions on the managed application/system. Current
action supports local action and remote action.
1). Local action can be enforced by any of following techniques.


Configuration change through existing utilities or APIs that resources and
applications provide



Dynamic code injection through API



Service/Component composition through event-based interaction rule in
component CMI.
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One important feature of autonomic applications is their ability to change the
components and the structure that interconnects these components at runtime as
required by the self-control and management algorithms. For example, in the fire
forest simulation [15, 16, 17], you might need to change the type of components
used to simulate the fire depending on the current fire and atmosphere conditions
(rain, dry, speed of wind), and the vegetation type at each computational grid.
The ACA runtime system (framework) will then modify the AC data structures
in order to add and/or remove components as shown in Figure 4.5.

Figure 4.5 Dynamic Addition/Removal of Components

2). Remote action relies on Mobile Agent System (MAS) [150] to take the management
actions on remote managed system and/or application.
The mobile agent system (MAS) is designed to provide mobile agents a uniform
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execution environment independent of the underlying hardware architecture and
operating system. It provides functions to receive agents, start execution of agents,
monitor execution state of agents, and transfer agents from one host to another.
The agent systems used in this system have been implemented using Java. Our mobile
agent system relies heavily on the use of Java Remote Method Invocation (RMI) [149].
We have built one type of Agent, CatalinaAgent, for our Autonomia environment, which
has the following additional functionalities in addition to the basic mobile agent
functions:
1.

The agent message carries a program name and some parameters. Whenever an
agent message arrives, it will retrieve the program name and parameters and run
it locally.

2.

If the program in a message is not deployed on local machine, it will contact the
code base server (a http server) to download that code and then deploy it.

4.3.5

Knowledge Repository (KR)

The KR stores the runtime application/resource status information, knowledge about
optimal management strategies for both applications and system resources that have
proven to be successful and effective, and component management specifications that are
defined by users.

Knowledge types
The Autonomic Computing blueprint identifies several types of system knowledge.
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These include configuration knowledge, Operation Management Knowledge, and
problem determination knowledge. The following summarizes various types of
knowledge that may be present in a self-managing autonomic system. Each knowledge
type must be expressed using common syntax and semantics so the knowledge can be
shared.


Configuration knowledge
Configuration knowledge is about the components and their construction and
configuration for a solution or business system. Installation and configuration
knowledge is captured in a common installable unit format to eliminate complexity.
The plan function of an autonomic manager can use this knowledge for installation
and configuration planning.



Operation Management Knowledge
Operation management knowledge is defined as policies, which represents the
knowledge to determine whether or not changes need to be made in the system. An
autonomic computing system requires a uniform method for defining the policies that
govern the decision-making for autonomic managers. By defining policies in a
standard way, they can be shared across autonomic managers to enable entire
systems to be managed by a common set of policies.



Problem Determination Knowledge
Problem determination knowledge includes monitored data and symptoms. The
problem determination process also may create knowledge. As the system responds
to actions taken to correct problems, learned knowledge can be collected within the
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autonomic manager. An autonomic computing system requires a uniform method for
representing problem determination knowledge, such as monitored data (common
base events) and symptoms.

4.4 Compound Component Runtime Manager (CCRM)
Several autonomic components (e.g., autonomic servers, clusters, and software systems)
can be controlled and managed by one autonomic system that we refer to as an
Autonomic Compound Component (ACC) through interaction policy in operation port,
and the corresponding CRM refers to CCRM. In a similar way, larger autonomic systems
can be built by composing several autonomic compound components as so to create
hierarchical management structure.
Figure 4.6 shows a model hierarchy structure where autonomic components are
coupled to form three compound components. The compound components are, in turn,
connected to form a bigger compound component. Since we have autonomic properties at
each level in this hierarchy, we are able to self-manage the desired requirements of the
entire application.
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Figure 4.6 Hierarchical Compound Component Construction
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Chapter 5. IMPLEMENTATION
We have implemented the Autonomia environment in Java and C/C++. The main CRM
is implemented in Java. The sensors and actuators function are implemented in Java,
C/C++, and Shell scripts. We have applied our framework to several applications
including scientific and engineering, distributed system management and network
security, which we will discuss in detail later.

5.1 XML Schema and SME
The CMI schema is defined in XML [119, 120] format as Figure 5.1 shows. SME can
be any XML editor. We developed an XML parser to parse the CMI and store the parsed
results in a Knowledge Repository. The parser is implemented using XSL transformation
[121].
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<autonomic_component>
<configuration_port>
<component attr_name="" operator="" value=""/>
<machine attr_name="" operator="" value=""/>
<!-- …… -->
<dependency component_name="" location="" version=""/>
<fault_handler>
<policy>…
</policy>
</fault_handler>
</configuration_port>
<function_port>
<function name=" ">
<inputs> </inputs>
<outputs> </outputs>
</function>
</function_port>
<control_port>
<sensor>
<function name="">
<inputs/>
<outputs/>
</function>
</sensor>
<actuator>
<function name="">
<inputs/>
<outputs/>
</function>
</actuator>
</control_port>
<operation_port>
<behavior_policy>
<Policy>
<conditions condition=""/>
<actions action="" input=""/>
<else_actions/>
</Policy>
</behavior_policy>
<interaction_policy>
<Policy>
<conditions condition=""/>
<actions action="" input=""/>
<else_actions/>
</Policy>
</interaction_policy>
</operation_port>
</autonomic_component>

Figure 5.1 XML Schema for CMI

5.2 Knowledge Repository
Currently we implemented KR in three ways:


Store KR in a local text file and persist in main memory;



Store KR in a centralized mySQL DB server [147] and it is then read from the DB
when the CRM needs to acquire some knowledge; and



Store KR in a local file based SQL engine SQLite [148].
We have defined the following Database schemas for the latter two DB related storage
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as shown in Figure 5.2.

Figure 5.2 DB Schema for Autonomia

5.3 Component Runtime Manager (CRM)
5.3.1 Analysis and Planning
Analysis and planning modules are based on policy engine. As discussed in chapter 2,
the configuration policy can be event-action, utility, and goal state. Our framework
supports all of them, but for utility and goal state, we need to know the system models
through system identification or machine leaning and rely on optimization algorithms and
logical inferences etc. to generate the detailed low level configuration policies that can be
performed explicitly.
The main function of the policy engine is to evaluate at runtime the events that become
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true and then formulates one or more actions that must be executed by the autonomous
runtime engines to maintain the application requirements. The Autonomia policy is
expressed in IF-condition-THEN format. For example, “IF CPU load is HIGH, THEN
stop running the component. The policy engine supports relationships of 1-to-1,
many-to-1, 1-to-many and many-to-many between conditions and actions. It supports
different patterns such as AND, OR and XOR between multiple conditions. For the
multiple actions, it supports only AND operation now. Using this type of policy
expressions, we can formulate a complex control and management policies that can be
executed at runtime.

5.3.2 Event Server
Communication between different components is based on event mechanism, which is
implemented using Java encrypted socket. We built event server as an individual thread
in CRM which can read/write socket in the guidance of the configuration strategies and
knowledge.

5.3.3 Monitoring
There are two kinds of monitoring services: Resource Monitoring Service and
Component Monitoring Service.


Resource Monitoring Service (RMS) monitors the workload information and
performance metrics associated with resources such as: CPU/memory information,
disk I/O information, and network information.
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Component Monitoring Service (CMS) defines a general interface for autonomic
components such that each component can expose its status data associated with
execution time and current operating state.

We have defined a common information base (CIB) format for monitoring functions and
developed a CIB library to be used by users as we discussed above.

5.3.4 Action
Execution module supports local and remote actions. Our prototype system supports all
kinds of adaptation actions discussed in chapter 2.
5.3.4.1 Local Action
For local action, we can support the following actions:


Start a specified string command in a separate process.



Inject actions through dynamic libraries at runtime.



Change the configuration attributes in configuration file

5.3.4.2 Mobile Agent System for Remote Actions
Remote Action is supported through the Mobile Agent System [150].
The agent systems used in this system have been implemented using Java. Our mobile
agent system relies heavily on the use of Java Remote Method Invocation (RMI) [149].
RMI allows the Java serialized object as the argument or return value of a function call,
and also supports dynamic loading of classes.
In our system, we structure the mobile agent system into four major layers: Agent,
Agent Host, Agent Context and Agent Transfer Protocol modules (see Figure 5.3).
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Agent Module
The agent module is the basic piece of code, which can be moving around the

environment. We construct a basic class template for Agent so that it can be modified
according to the function it performs. For example, we have built a CatalinaAgent class
to help remote command execution for our Autonomia framework, which will be
explained in detail later in this section.
CatalinaAgent

CatalinaAgent

…

…

Agent

Agent

Agent Context

Agent Context

Agent Host

Agent Host

Agent Transfer
Protocol

Agent Transfer
Protocol

Network

Figure 5.3 Mobile Agent System Layer Structure

The basic Agent class has four basic functions:
1). it should be able to identify itself according to the context of the environment.
We expect to handle more than one application in our system so that we should
make separate environment/context for each application. Each agent is identified
as <host name, context name>
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2). it should be able to determine the destination of its movement. It will use the
default value if the new host do not specify new destination.
3). it should be able to launch itself to another host specified in the agent itinerary.
This functionality utilizes the Agent Transport Protocol used in the system.
Every host in the system should inherit those functionalities in their newly
created agents.
4). it has one predefined function, which should be performed in the destination
machine. This function will be called by the destination machine once this agent
arrives at that machine.
Certainly, users can use our system to build any Agents they want.
We have built one type of Agent, CatalinaAgent, for our Autonomia environment,
which has (or say, current use) the following additional functionalities.
1). the agent message carries a program name and some parameters. Whenever an
agent message arrives, it will retrieve the program name and parameters and run
it locally.
2). If the program in message is not deployed on the local machine, it will contact
the code base server (a http server) to download and deploy it.
To be noted, CatalinaAgent is not a required module of Autonomia. It is only necessary
for certain deployment which needs remote action like one CRM to manage multiple
remote hosts.


Agent Context Module
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The Agent Context module provides the capability of the mobile agent system to define
the agent execution domain. Every agent that moves around the machines must be within
the boundary of certain Agent Context. Any new hosts to be created in the system must
correspond to one type of Agent Context. An agent can only be moved within its Agent
Context.
The Agent Context module is implemented as a class that should be instantiated by
every new host (Agent Host) created in the system. The new host must specify a new
context name (we are using “alpha”, “beta”, “gamma” etc.). The Agent Context class
has a capability to launch its context along with the agent code so that every host can
check the Agent Context of every incoming agent.


Agent Host Module
Agent Host is a class that provides the environment for agent to be created or received.

It acts like a server as well as client for RMI [149]. It is a server if that host needs to
receive a new agent and messages. It is a client if it needs to launch an agent or messages
to another host. Every Agent Host must have a name, which is known by other machines
in the same Agent Context.
The Agent Host is implemented as a class, which has several functionalities. It has one
function to instantiate an Agent Context when a new host is created. It has also the
capability to start an RMI server for that host so that it can receive any agents in the
system. Once the server is running, it assigns a process to listen for the new incoming
agents to that host. To activate an arriving agent, the listening process calls a function in
the agent, which is supported by the receiving host.
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We also start a Java Security manager before starting RMI server, which allows you to
establish a custom security policy for an application at file access level and Socket port
level. For example, can only read File A; allows anyone to listen on un-privileged ports
1024-.


Agent Transport Protocol
This is the lowest level class, which deals with the transfer of the actual Java object or

message between the machines. Every new host created (either as a server or a client)
must use this class. In order to implement RMI, we need to define some interfaces, which
can be used by an RMI client, and their implementations. This class provides the
interfaces as well as their implementations.
We customized RMI communication based on our encrypted socket communication
using MD5 algorithm. Only the agent systems that used our encrypted algorithm are able
to communicate each other, all other messages will be rejected.

5.4 Process Flow of CRM
The process flow of CRM is as follows (See Figure 5.4). Each CRM consists of two
threads: event server and policy engine. Event server takes care of interactions with other
component, and policy engine takes care of the initial configuration and local behaviors.
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Figure 5.4 CRM Process Flow
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Chapter 6. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
There are some related work on evaluation of autonomic computing systems. Some of
them focus on specific feature like adaptation [130-132], some of them focus on
qualitative classification [133,134]. In order to evaluate and compare the performance of
different configuration systems thoroughly in a quantitative way, we develop an
evaluation mechanism with a set of metrics. In this section, we present these evaluation
metrics.

6.1 Scalability
Scalability is an essential factor for performance evaluation of distributed systems [136,
135, 137], which is the ability to maintain the configuration management system's
availability, reliability, and performance as the number of the managed nodes and/or
simultaneous management activities increases. For example, we can determine if one
configuration management system is salable on CPU usage by increasing the number of
configuration scenarios and the number of managed nodes.

6.2 Overhead
Overhead is defined as resource consumption of our system imposes on the managed
resources and/or applications. We use CPU overhead, Memory Overhead and Bandwidth
usage as measurements.

6.3 Configuration Time
This is the time to setup the whole running environment for a distributed system, which
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includes deployment, configuration, and activation of all resources and services.

6.4 Adaptability
Adaptability [139-143] is defined as dynamic configuration support of a system to
adapt to the specified environment changes automatically without humane intervention. A
system will need advanced feedback control mechanisms to monitor its state and metrics
and take appropriate adaptation actions. Such adaptive actions could mean adjusting
configuration parameters, reallocating resources to improve overall utilization, or
complete restructuring of the system configuration.
Some systems incorporate adaptability mechanism by providing a configuration interface,
which is flexible and easy to maintain; others are very specific to some environment
changes and no explicit interface, the adaptation logic is hard coded in systems [144]. It
can save some initial development effort, but needs more effort in order to adapt to new
added changes.
We define two metrics: Adaptability Factor (AF) and Adaptability Degree (AD) to
perform quantitative measurement and analysis of adaptability.
Adaptability Factor (AF) is defined as how much development effort needed to support
a specified adaptability scenario, OR say how much impact will impose on the current
system in order to support an adaptability scenario. The total system level AF is
calculated as the sum of AFi for each adaptation scenarios as (1) shows.
We use function point analysis [138] to estimate the effort needed. The function point
metric was devised in 1977 by A. J. Albrecht, then of IBM, as a means of measuring
software size and productivity. It uses functional, logical entities such as inputs, outputs,
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and inquiries that tend to relate more closely to the functions performed by the software
as compared to other measures, such as lines of code. FPA has become generally accepted
as an effective way to estimate a software project's size and establish productivity rates
etc. International Function Point User Group (IFPUG), formed in 1986, actively
exchanges information on function point analysis (FPA). The original metric has been
augmented and refined to cover more than the original emphasis on business-related data
processing. The benefit of using function points as a metric is that they’re programming
language- and technology-independent, focusing instead on measuring individual points
of application functionality.
Adaptability Degree (AD), ∈[0, 1], is the quantitative measurement of adaptability
between 0 and 1. 1 means the system is totally adaptable and 0 means the system is so
rigid and is not adaptable at all. It is calculated as follows [143]:
AF =

K

∑ AF

i

× Pi

… (1)

i =1

AD = N –AF, N > 1

… (2)

Where, AFi is the Adaptation Factor for scenario (i). This quantifies the efforts needed to
satisfy certain adaptation scenario. Pi is the possibility of ith adaptability scenario will
occur in the system. N is a value close to 1 that makes the AD more equally inverse to AF.
We chose N = 1.147 based on experiments.

The adaptability evaluation procedure consists of three steps:
1.

Analyze and describe a set of adaptation scenarios of the system
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2.

Estimate the adaptability factor for each scenario using function point analysis
approach

3.

Calculate the total AF and AD according to equations (1) and (2).

6.5 Dynamic Configuration Latency
Latency for Dynamic Configuration is the time taken between the discovery of an
abnormal behavior and the execution of the reconfiguration actions required to bring the
system back into normal state. This includes the communication delay of anomaly event,
analysis time, planning time, action time, and the execution time of the adaptation action.
Latency =
=

TResponse

Communication Delay of Event +
Analysis Time +
Planning Time +
Communication Delay of action command +
Execution time of Action

In a real time case like online network security protection, response time is critical. But
a long response time is not always necessarily bad. If a system reacts fast to a change,
meaning it is highly sensitive to such changes in its environment, it can potentially cause
the system to be constantly changing configuration (oscillating) and not getting on with
the job it has been assigned. In worse case, this will lead system unstable.
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6.6 Complexity
In general, system complexity [144-146] can be described as a measure of how
understandable a system is and how difficult it is to perform tasks in the system. We use
the definition in [146]: Configuration complexity is defined as carrying out a
configuration procedure as perceived by a human system manager.
Our metrics are based on Brown’s configuration complexity model [145]. Instead of
modeling a system as a set of containers, we view a distributed system as a set of
interrelated components in a hierarchical structure. The three major categories of
configuration complexity are execution complexity, parameter complexity, and memory
complexity. These are analogous to the traditional software complexity categories of
control flow, data flow and space complexity, respectively. Since the configuration tasks
at initial stage and dynamic configuration are different, we define complexity metrics
separately for them as follows.

1). Initial Configuration Complexity
Execution complexity


NumActions counts the total number of actions in the initial configuration
procedure.



ContextSwitchSum, which captures the effects of context switches. A context
switch occurs between any two consecutive configuration actions that act upon
different components.

Parameter (attributes) complexity
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ParamCount, the total number of unique parameters involved in the
configuration procedure.



ParamUseCount, the total times of parameters are supplied to the procedure.



ParamCrossContext, the total parameters that used more than one context



ParamAdaptCount, the total number of times parameters are used in
configuration actions in a different syntactic form than when they first appeared.

Memory complexity
Memory refers to memory of the system administrator (his mind), not to the data
storage capacity of an IT system. Takes into account “Number of parameters”,
“Length of time they must be retained”, and “How many intervening items were
stored in memory between uses of a remembered parameter”


MemSizeMax, maximum size of the memory stack just prior to the action's
execution



MemSizeAvg, average size of the memory stack just prior to the action's
execution



MemDepthMax, maximum depth in the stack of all parameters accessed for the
action's execution



MemDepthAvg, average depth in the stack of all parameters accessed for the
action's execution



MemLatMax, maximum latency of the memory stack just prior to the action's
execution
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MemLatAvg, average latency of the memory stack just prior to the action's
execution

2). Dynamic configuration Complexity
Unlike initial configuration which is action based, we model dynamic configuration
as scenario based (as defined in adaptability), and all the metrics defined above are
used for each configuration scenario.
Execution complexity


NumActions counts the total number of actions in a dynamic configuration
scenario



NumSensors counts the total number of sensors in a dynamic configuration
scenario



NumScenariosm which is the total number of dynamic configuration scenarios

Parameter (attributes) complexity


ParamCount, the total number of unique parameters involved in a dynamic
configuration scenario.



ParamUseCount, the total times of parameters are supplied to the dynamic
configuration scenario.



TotalParamCount, the total number of unique parameters involved in all
dynamic configuration scenarios.



TotalParamUseCount, the total times of parameters are supplied to all dynamic
configuration scenarios.
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Memory complexity


MemSizeMax, maximum size of the memory stack just prior to the action's
execution



MemSizeAvg, average size of the memory stack just prior to the action's
execution



MemDepthMax, maximum depth in the stack of all parameters accessed for the
action's execution



MemDepthAvg, average depth in the stack of all parameters accessed for the
action's execution



MemLatMax, maximum latency of the memory stack just prior to the action's
execution



MemLatAvg, average latency of the memory stack just prior to the action's
execution

6.7 Effectiveness
Evaluating the effectiveness of a configuration approach is always domain or problem
specific. The effectiveness is embodied through the managed system that needs to be
configured. For example, in configuring of an online store application, effectiveness can
be measured quantitatively by throughput.
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Chapter 7. EXPERIMENTS
In this chapter, we will present four different systems, show how to apply our approach
to autonomize the management and configuration of such systems, and demonstrate the
evaluation results based on the metrics we developed in chapter 6. The four real systems
are: self-configuration of IT system management; Self-configuration of Network Security;
Autonomic Data Backup and Disaster Recovery System, and Security Patches Download
and Installation in a large scale test bed.

7.1 Self-Configuration of System Management
We have developed a system management application to manage the system resources
within an organization with two-level architecture as Fig. 7.1 shows. Every system
resource (host, router, printer etc.) is built as an autonomic component, which can self
management itself according to the CMI policies. For example, if the CPU or disk usage
exceeds certain threshold, actions like killing process or deleting files will be taken. For
the whole organization, we built an autonomic compound component, which can self
manage all system resources. This compound component can be used to make overall
configuration changes, for example, it specifies what to do if a host hangs up. In this
experiment,

we

analyze the configuration

self-configuration approach

overhead

and

scalability of our
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Figure 7.1 System Management Components

7.1.1

Autonomic Components and Autonomic Compound Component

The autonomic component is defined with three sensor functions, three actuator
functions, several interaction policy rules and behavior policy rules.
Sensor function getCPUMemDiskStatus() is to monitor the CPU and memory usage of
local host. getDiskStatus() function is to monitor the disk usage for all disks;
getProcessStatus() can observe a specific process or all the processes (with empty input)
about process state, memory usage etc. running on local host.
Actuator function killProcess() is used to kill specific process, either by name or
process ID. moveFiles() and restoreFiles() can move the files from one place to the other,
and restore the moved files to the original place, respectively.
Behaviors rules define the management strategies of how and what to actions to be
taken when CPU, Memory, Disk, and Process status are out of the range system specifies.
Interaction rules define the management strategies of what events to be sent and
expected to be received if overall configuration are required such as memory usage is
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greater than 95%.
Figure 7.2 shows partial CMI for local autonomic component.
<autonomic_component>
<control_port>
<sensor>
<function name="getCPUMemStatus"/>
<function name="getDiskStatus"/>
<function name="getProcessStatus">
<inputs>
<input name="process_name" type="string" value=""/>
</inputs>
</function>
</sensor>
<actuator>
<function name="killProcess">
<inputs>
<input name="processName" type="string" value=""/>
</inputs>
<outputs/>
</function>
<function name="moveFiles">
<inputs>
<input name="source_dir" type="string" value=""/>
<input name="dest_dir" type="string" value=""/>
</inputs>
<outputs>
<output name="status" type="boolean"/>
</outputs>
</function>
<function name="restoreFiles">
<inputs>
<input name="source_dir" type="string" value=""/>
<input name="dest_dir" type="string" value=""/>
</inputs>
<outputs>
<output name="status" type="boolean"/>
</outputs>
</function>
</actuator>
</control_port>
<operation_port>
<behavior_policy>
<policy>
<conditions condition="getCPUMemStatus().cpu_usage >= 50 and
getProcessStatus(IEXPLORE.EXE).cpu_usage >= 30"/>
<actions action="killProcess" input="IEXPLORE.EXE"/>
</policy>
<policy>
<conditions condition="getDiskStatus(c) > 60"/>
<actions action="moveFiles" input="c:\test,f:\test"/>
</policy>
<!-- more policies here ... -->
</behavior_policy>
<interaction_policy>
<policy>
<conditions condition="getCPUMemStatus().mem_usage > 90"/>
<actions action="SEND_EVENT" input="remoteserver:10000.acc, performance, 2"/>
</policy>
<policy>
<conditions condition="RECV_EVENT(remoteserver,action,=,0)"/>
<actions action="local_action" input=""/>
</policy>
</interaction_policy>
</operation_port>
</autonomic_component>

Figure 7.2 Autonomic Component for Local Management
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Autonomic Compound Component (ACC) works as remote component. It receives the
events sent from local components, analyzes and makes some decisions and sends the
planning events back to the appropriate components. For example, if ACC receives an
event of memory usage of host1 greater than 90%, the ACC can either send an event to
local AC on host 1 to kill some processes or simply restart the host remotely.
Figure 7.3 shows partial CMI for Autonomic Compound Component.
<autonomic_component>
<configuration_port>
<!-- … -->
</configuration_port>
<control_port>
</control_port>
<operation_port>
<interaction_policy>
<policy>
<conditions condition="RECV_EVENT(local_host1,performance,=,2)"/>
<!-- do action, either: take action on remote console; or send event to local_host1 -->
<actions action="SEND_EVENT" input="host1:4444.local_host1, action,
KILL_PROCESS(IEXPLORE.EXE)"/>
<else_actions/>
</policy>
<policy>
<!-- … -->
</policy>
</interaction_policy>
</operation_port>
</autonomic_component>

Figure 7.3 CMI for Autonomic Compound Component

7.1.2

Experimental Results

In this application, we analyze the configuration overhead and scalability of our
self-configuration approach.

7.1.2.1 Overhead
This experiment shows how much overhead one or multiple CRM instances will
impose on local resource.
We chose a Linux machine (Fedora core 6, kernel 2.6.9) with Intel Xeon 2.8GHz
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processor, 1MB cache and 2GB RAM and ran a single and multiple CRMs on this host
and measured the CPU and memory overhead. The autonomic component is defined with
4 sensor functions, 3 actuator functions, 10 interaction policy rules and 10 behavior
policy rules. The results shown in table 2 indicate that the CPU overhead is quite low;
one CRM instance imposes only 0.02% overhead and the overhead for 8 CRMs is around
0.52%. Since we developed the CRM in Java, the memory overhead for one CRM is
around 5.3MB and the total memory overhead increases linearly with the number of
CRMs.
Table 7.1 Overhead of CRMs running on one machine
1 CRM
4 CRMs
8 CRMs

CPU
0.04%
0.21%
0.52%

Memory
5,351kb (0.26%)
21,208kb (1.05%)
45,882kb (2.28%)

7.1.2.2 Scalability
In this experiment, we evaluated two scalability scenarios:
We evaluated two scalability scenarios:
1). Component configuration scalability to quantify the CPU and memory overhead as
we increase the size of policy rules.
2). Scalability of configuration communication among system components to quantify
the processing time overhead as we increase the number of the events reported from
remote components to the compound component.

Scenario 1: Component Configuration Scalability
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We measured the CPU and memory usage of one CRM as we increase the size of
configuration policies. Figures 7.a and 7.b show the CPU usage and memory usage,
respectively. The results show that the overhead is quite small and almost linear, for 80
rules, the overhead is only 0.05% of the CPU usage.
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Figure 7.4 a). CPU Usage vs. Number of Policy Rules
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Scenario 2: Configuration Communication Scalability
We used four autonomic components that send certain number of events when
abnormal behaviors are detected (e.g., disk usage > 90%). We measured the event
processing time at the compound component side. Figure 8 shows the relationship
between event processing time and the number of configuration events received by the
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compound component.
The experiment shows that the configuration communication overhead increases
linearly with event processing time and the number of events. For example, it shows that
CRM needs 6,844ms to process 500 events and 129,015ms for 10,000 events.

Events P rocessing Tim e

Event Processing Time (ms) vs. Number of Events
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Figure 7.5 Event Process Time on Compound Component
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7.2 Self-configuration of Network Security
In this section, we evaluate the self-configuration of a network security system.
7.2.1

Network Security Environment

We have set up the network security system environment shown in Fig. 7.6. The
network environment consists of three Cisco 2800 series routers and more than twenty
computers (Linux and Windows) with three subnets. Multiple network applications are
configured to run in this environment such as Apache and IIS Web Server, email server,
DNS server, DHCP server, and FTP servers.
In order to protect the network environment, we deployed two kinds of intrusion
detection systems (IDS): anomaly based IDS - Autonomic Network Defense Sys-tem
(AND) [152] developed at the Autonomic Computing Lab, and signature based IDS snort [151], an open source network IDS. Each subnet is deployed with one snort sensor,
while only one AND server is used to provide the autonomic attack detection and
protection. Next, we briefly introduce the AND and Snort systems

Figure 7.6 Network Security Environment
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Autonomic Network Defense (AND) System
The AND System [152] is an anomaly based intrusion detection and protection system.
The main AND modules are: Online Monitoring, Feature Selection, Anomaly Analysis,
and Action. Online monitoring collects raw traffic data about network operations. Feature
selection aims to choose the minimal subset of feat
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Attack Launcher has also been developed to provide a wide variety of attack
mechanisms such as TCP SYN scanning; TCP ACK scanning; TCP Connect scanning;
TCP window scanning; TCP FIN scanning; and ICMP flooding.

7.2.2

Autonomize Network Security System

In order to self configure network security tools, we autonomized AND and SNORT
systems as Autonomic Components. For the whole system, we developed an Autonomic
Compound Component (ACC) that can self manage all the test-bed resources, which
include the AND system, Snort, traffic generator and attack launcher (See Fig. 7.6). The
configuration tasks of the ACC component include determining and assigning the snort
sensor nodes; choosing one Linux node to deploy AND server; starting the dependent
services like mySQL server if they are not running yet; start the snort sensors and AND
modules with a certain order.
Next, we evaluate our self-configuration approach using the evaluation metrics
discussed in chapter 6. We first evaluate the performance of our approach in setting up
the initial configuration and then in achieving dynamic configuration management.

7.2.3

Experimental Results

We conducted initial configuration experiment and two dynamic configuration
experiments on this system as will be explained next.
For Initial Configuration, we compared our approach to SmartFrog [65] and manual
configuration with respect to configuration time and initial configuration complexity.
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For dynamic configuration, we compared our approach with Huang and Steenkiste’s
approach [87, 88] and a hard code approach with respect to adaptability, dynamic
complexity and effectiveness.

7.2.3.1 Initial Configuration Evaluation
In order to automatically configure/deploy the AND and Snort systems, we use CMI
Configuration Port to define all the required configuration attributes for each component,
such as AND sensor downloadable package that will be in-stalled on different network
resources to monitor network operations. To automate the deployment procedure of all
components, we define the sequence of events required to setup the environment using
the interaction rules of CMI operation port. For example, if the AND monitoring
component has been started, it needs to notify the AND feature selection component.
We can express this as an interaction rule in the AND Monitor component <IF AND
Monitor started, THEN SEND_EVENT(AND Feature Selection, AND Monitor started)>
and another interaction rule in AND Feature Selection Component as <IF
RECV_EVENT(AND Monitor started), THEN start AND Feature Selection>.
Fig. 7.7 shows the main configuration attributes and dependencies to achieve automatic
deployment of all the system tools to setup the required test bed configuration. The
configuration port defines where the AND and Snorts will be deployed and the required
third-party packages. The operation port defines the interaction policy rules to send event
to the AND and Snorts components when receiving a deployment request from users.
.
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…
<configuration_port>
<component>
<component attr_name="name" operator="=" value="AutonomicCompoundComponent"/>
</component>
<machine>
<machine attr_name="OS_Type" operator="=" value="Linux"/>
<machine attr_name="OS_Version" operator=">=" value="2.4"/>
<machine attr_name="memory" operator=">=" value="512"/>
</machine>
<dependency package_name=”mySQL” location="/usr/local/mySQL" version="4.1.9"/>
<sub_component>
<component attr_name="name" operator="=" value="snort1 "/>
<config_variable attr_name="package_location”
operator="=" value="server1@/opt/snort"/>
<config_variable attr_name="host" operator="=" value="test1"/>
</sub_component>
…
<sub_component>
<component attr_name="name" operator="=" value="AND "/>
<config_variable attr_name="package_location” operator="="
value="server1@/opt/AND"/>
<config_variable attr_name="host" operator="=" value="server1"/>
</sub_component>
</configuration_port>
…
<operation_port>
<interaction_policy>
<policy>
<conditions condition="RECV_EVENT(SYSTEM,DEPLOY,=,YES)"/>
<actions action="SEND_EVENT" input="AND, DEPLOY, YES"/>
</policy>
</interaction_policy>
</operation_port>

Figure 7.7 CMI Configuration Port for Autonomic Compound Component



Configuration time
Table 7.2 shows the configuration comparison for these three approaches.
The total configuration time using our approach and SmartFrog [65] is the same as it is

around 4 seconds. If we deploy and configure this system manually, it takes around 65
seconds. This is because manual configuration works in sequence, while our approach
can configure the independent modules in parallel, for example, installing and
configuring snort sensors on three subnets simultaneously.
Table 7.2 Initial Configuration Time for Network Security System

Manual Autonomia SmartFrog
Configuration Time (seconds)

65

4.2

4.5
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Initial Configuration Complexity
We compared the initial configuration complexity of our approach with the SmartFrog

[65] approach and manual configuration approach.
Table 7.3 shows the complexity comparison. The complexities of Autonomia and
Smartfrog are the same since they all provide the support of dependency and automation.
Our approach has a significant reduction in number of configuration steps comparing to
manual approach as each autonomic component built on our approach takes care of
several steps automatically. For example, the number of actions in Execution Complexity
for manual approach is 19, while our approach only needs 5. Memory complexity has
dropped to zero as our approach automatically handles the task of distributing shared
parameters across the various configuration contexts. Parameter complexity remains
almost the same as the administrator is still required to supply information like the
desired host name of snort and AND deployment, DB name, and the installation paths of
various software components. However, many of these parameters can be bound to
default values, significantly ameliorating the remaining parameter complexity.
Table 7.3 Initial Configuration Complexity
Complexity Metrics

Manual Approach

Autonomia

SmartFrog

NumActions

19

5

5

ConextSwitch

6

4

4

Param Count

10

10

10

Param UseCount

21

21

21

Param CrossContext

11

4

4

Execution Complexity

Parameter Complexity
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Memory Complexity
MemSizeMax

6

0

0

MemSizeAvg

4.2

0

0

MemDepthMax

6

0

0

MemDepthAvg

2

0

0

MemLatMax

16

0

0

MemLatAvg

2.1

0

0

7.2.3.2 Dynamic Configuration Evaluation
Two experiments were conducted to evaluate our dynamic configuration approach. One
is self-configuration of snort rule sets. The other one is self configuration of the AND
system.
…
<control_port>
<sensor>
<function name="service_scan">
<inputs>
<input name="service_name" type="string" value=""/>
</inputs>
<outputs>
<output name="service_status" type="boolean"/>
</outputs>
</function>
</sensor>
<actuator>
<function name="enable_rules">
<function name="disenable_rules">
…
</actuator>
</control_port>
<operation_port>
<behavior_policy>
<policy>
<conditions condition="service_scan(http) == FALSE"/>
<actions action="disenable_rules" input="http"/>
</policy>
<policy>
<conditions condition="service_scan(http) == TRUE"/>
<actions action="enable_rules" input=" http"/>
</policy>
….
</behavior_policy>
</operation_port>

Figure 7.8 CMI for SNORT

Scenario 1: Self-configuration of SNORT rule set
This scenario shows how to make Snort [151] self-configurable using our
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self-configuration framework.
We defined a CMI (see Figure 7.8) for snort. One sensor function in the control port is
defined, service_scan(string service_name), which scans the host network to determine if
the service is running; two actuator functions are defined in the control port as well:
enable_rules(string service_name) and disable_rules(string service_name), which enable
and disable the rule set related to the specified service, respectively. In the operation port,
two behavior policy rules are defined. The first one is to disable relevant snort rule set if
services are not available. The second one does the reverse, if services become active,
enable the related rule set.
We chose the subnet 10.2.1.0 for this experiment. In this subnet, only mySQL DB
server is active. The service scan function periodically scans certain services like HTTP,
FTP, Telnet, and oracle DB server to checks their status. If any of these services are not
present in the network, then the rules correspond to these inactive services will be
disabled. This will significantly improve the performance of SNORT analysis of network
traffic. Furthermore, if these services become active again at any instant of time, then the
corresponding rules will be enabled automatically.
The SNORT version we are using is 2.4.4. We ran snort in packet logger mode for
around one and half hours and stored the packets in one file. Normal traffic and network
attacks are generated by our traffic generator component and attack launcher component.
The normal traffic includes http, ftp and video/audio network communication. The
attacks include TCP ACK scanning, TCP SYN flooding and UPD flooding etc. The total
number of packets collected was 232,009.
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Adaptability
In order to compute the Adaptability Degree, we estimated the Function Points (FP) for

two development stages: initial development for adaptability support and further
development for dynamic configuration support. The initial development for adaptability
support means building the system that supports certain adaptability scenarios with a
specific approach. The further development for dynamic configuration support means
during the system runtime, if new changes that are relevant to a specified scenario
become true, how much effort is needed to support the dynamic changes in the
configuration. The initial development for adaptability support is a good indicator of the
initial efforts needed. The further development for dynamic configuration is a good
indicator of adaptability at runtime. When evaluating adaptability, we use only the
Function Points for dynamic configuration support since this effort is needed frequently
while initial development for adaptability is one time effort.
Table 7.4 Adaptability comparison between our approach and hard-coded approach
Hard-coded

Huang & Steenkiste

approach

[88,87]

30

17

27

0

11

3

AF

0

11

3

AD

1.0

0.22

0.67

Autonomia
Function Points for Initial Development
Function Points for Dynamic
Configuration

We calculated the adaptability degree (AD) for our approach, hard coded approach and
Huang’s approach. Table 4 shows the results. Our approach requires more initial
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development effort (30 FPs) than hard coded approach (17 FPs), but our approach
provides 100% adaptability since the number of FPs for dynamic configuration is 0,
while hard coded approach requires 11 FPs for dynamic configuration and leads to only
22% adaptability.
Huang and Steenkiste [87, 88] assume the sensors metrics have already existed and
integrated them with their environment. They don’t need external inputs for their
strategies and tactics. Our approach separates the sensors, actuators, and management
logic. The sensor will report the measurement results in a component information base
file; the runtime manager needs to read it and provision to actuator if it needs. Hence
their approach needs a little less initial development efforts (27 FPs) than our approach
(30 FPs). However, since they integrated the strategies and tactics in one module, if a
constraint condition changes, it needs manual interaction to stop the management service;
this requires 3 FPs for dynamic configuration and leads to AD equals to 67% instead of
100%.



Complexity
Table 7.5 Dynamic Configuration Complexity
Manual

Metrics

Approach

Huang &

Autonomia

Steenkiste

Execution Complexity
Num Actions

1

1

1

Num Sensors

1

1

1

Num scenarios

1

1

1

{Num Actions, Num Sensors} in one
scenario
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Parameter Complexity
ParamCount

4

1

2

ParamUseCount

6

1

2

ParamCrossContext

1

0

0

ParamAdaptCount

0

0

0

MemSizeMax

4

0

0

MemSizeAvg

2

0

0

MemDepthMax

2

0

0

MemDepthAvg

1

0

0

MemLatMax

1

0

0

MemLatAvg

0.5

0

0

Memory Complexity

We compare the dynamic configuration complexity for our approach with the Huang
and Steenkiste’s approach and manual configuration approach.
If configuring manually, users need to remember total four different parameters: subnet
address, service name, service status, and configuration file name, while service name
and service status will be used in two different places (sensor and actuator).

So total of

parameter use count is six. For Autonomia, the only required parameter is service name,
while for Huang’s approach, service status is also required since they explicitly use the
sensoring attributes as constraints and didn’t implement/or have an explicit interface for
the sensorning (monitoring). Tables 7.5 shows the comparison results.



Effectiveness
We compared the packets processing time with and without our self-configuration (see

table 4). Without our self-configuration, the default SNORT configuration is to use all the
rules, which amount to 4292 rules, and the time used to analyze the packets is 18.567
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seconds; with our self-configuration approach, the rules related to http, ftp, telnet, oracle
and nntp were disabled and consequently SNORT needs to only search 1982 rules. The
time to process these rules is consequently reduced to 12.752 seconds (45.6%
performance gain). This performance gain can be more significant when the number of
packets to be processed is larger and the number of services to be disabled is larger.
Table 7.6 Packets processing time comparison with and without self-configuration



With Autonomia

Without

self-configuration

self-configuration

Number of rules

1482

3292

Processing time (second)

12.752

18.567

Latency
We measured the time it takes to sense a service status change and then changes the

related rule set. By repeating this task several times, we found the average latency is
around 4.5 ms.

Scenario 2: Self configuration the AND System
Once a network attack is detected, the AND can take several actions to minimize the
impact of the attack. For example, in the control port of AND CMI, we can define the
configuration actions that must be carried out if the number of alerts exceeds a certain
threshold. Since the AND uses NetFlow for traffic analysis, multiple alerts could be
generated for a specific IP address. So the first CMI operation rule can be defined as: If
the number of alerts associated with one IP address is larger than the threshold T, the alert
fusion doAggregation() should be invoked on that IP address. In order to distinguish
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between different attack types, we define another CMI operation rule as: If the type of
alerts associated with one IP address is larger than some threshold, then doRemedy() will
be invoked. The sensor function getAlerts() provides the information about the IP address,
number of related alerts and type of alerts. The action function doAggregation() will
perform alerts aggregation action on the specified IP address that generated the specific
number of access control lists (ACLs) before generating a deny host ACL. The Action
function doRemedy() performs the appropriate actions on the specified IP ad-dress.



Adaptability
Table 7.7 shows the ADs for our approach, hard coded approach and Huang’s

approach. Our approach requires a little bit more initial development efforts (36 FPs)
than the hard code approach (29 FPs), but it provides 100% adaptability, while the hard
coded approach provides only 4.89% adaptability. Huang’s approach [88,87] needs a little
less initial development efforts (33 FPs) than our approach (36 FPs). However, their
approach requires 3 FPs for dynamic configuration and leads to AD equals to 67%
instead of 100%.
Table 7.7 Adaptability comparison between our approach and hard-coded approach
Autonomia
Function Points for Initial

Hard code
approach

Huang & Steenkiste

36

29

33

0

22

3

AF

0

22

3

AD

1.0

0.0489

0.67

Development
Function Points for
Dynamic Configuration
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Complexity
If configuration changed manually, users need to remember many different parameters:

IP address, Port number, Protocol type, Attack type, number of alerts, Router ID, and
Threshold value are required. In our approach, only one parameter, Threshold value, is
required is, while for Huang’s approach, IP, Attack Type, and the number of Alerts are
also required. Table 7.8 shows the results.

Table 7.8 Dynamic Configuration Complexity of AND system configuration
Metrics

Manual
Approach

Autonomia

Huang & Steenkiste

Execution complexity
Num Actions

1

1

1

Num Sensors

1

1

1

Num scenarios

1

1

1

ParamCount

7

1

4

ParamUseCount

7

1

4

ParamCrossContext

0

0

4

ParamAdaptCount

0

0

0

MemSizeMax

4

0

0

MemSizeAvg

2

0

0

MemDepthMax

2

0

0

MemDepthAvg

1

0

0

MemLatMax

1

0

0

MemLatAvg

0.5

0

0

{Num Actions, Num Sensors} in one
scenario
Parameter

Memory



Effectiveness
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The threshold value T is critical because it determines the latency of the attack
prevention approach. We use CMI to automate the experimentation with different T
values and then evaluate the AND latency for each type of attacks. We also develop a
policy to automatically set the appropriate threshold value based on different types of
attacks. In what follows, we show the impact of the threshold values on two types of
network attacks (fast and slow attacks).
Experiment 1 (fast attacks): we launched a high intensity TCP connection scanning
attack from one host to another host. Table 7.9 shows that 4593 alerts were generated.
The processing time for T = 3 is 4 seconds and 22 seconds for T = 15. We found that 6
ACLs generated for T = 3 instead of 4. This is because there is a small delay (0.5 second)
for the self-configuration service. During this delay, a few new alerts have been generated
due to the attack. Similarly, 19 ACLs were generated for T = 15. So for fast attacks, small
T is a good choice to protect the whole network promptly.

Experiment 2 (slow attacks): we launched a slow TCP FIN attack from one host to
another host. There were 6 alerts generated. Table 7.9 shows that the processing time is 5
seconds for T = 3. For T = 15, since there are only 6 alerts, no aggregation function will
be invoked and no deny host ACL will be generated, so we didn’t measure the time. In
this experiment, since the attacks were slow, no new alerts will be generated between the
reaction time, so exactly 4 ACLs generated for T = 3. For T = 15, only 6 ACLs generated
since only 6 alerts were generated. So for slow attacks, large T is a good choice.
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Table 7.9 Processing time and Number of ACL comparison for different T
Attack tensity

Intensive attacks

Number of Alerts generated
Dynamic Configuration of T

Slow attacks

4593
T=3

6

T = 15

T=3

T = 15

Processing time

4

22

5

-

Number of ACLs

6

19

4

6
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7.3 Autonomic Data Backup and Disaster Recovery System
7.3.1

System Architecture

In order to protect data from user errors, terrorist attacks, virus attacks, hardware and
software failures and disasters like flood, fire, and earthquake, many organizations are
increasingly interested in developing efficient and cost-effective data protection
mechanisms and disaster recovery strategies. Figure 7.9 illustrates a two-level data
storage architecture, disk to disk to tape (D2D2T) [174], that we will be used as a running
example in this section.
The data backup operation is as follows. Each server in the data center has a primary
copy of the data (attached file systems). The primary copy is used to perform backup to
the local disk array (step 1), further backup to tape library (step 2). Finally, tapes are
shipped offsite to a remote vault periodically. The disaster recovery operation may be
merely the reverse of the primary copy propagation hierarchy. Figure 7.9 also shows a
recovery path, which describes the levels that will be used to restore the primary copy
under the imposed failure scenarios. Different failures may cause different recovery
procedures. For example, if the failure is a user error or a file systems error in the primary
copy, the recovery from the disk array is enough. If the failure is in the primary site, then
the recovery process needs to start by shipping data stored on the tape to the primary site;
it involves recovering from tape to disk array, and then to the primary copy.
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Figure 7.9 Data Protection and Disaster Recovery Architecture in Data Center

In this experiment, we use Bacula [153], a network based backup system for Linux,
UNIX, and Windows that permits system administrator to manage backup, recovery, and
verification of computer data across a network of computers to perform data backup and
recovery activities. We run Bacula server on one machine (Intel Pentium4 3.2GHz, 1GB
Memory) with Linux kernel 2.6.9, one Bacula client runs on windows XP PC and the
other one runs on Linux kernel 2.6.9 PC. The Autonomia environment is running on the
same Linux server that is running the Bacula server. Since Bacula is an integrated
software module, we autonomize its operations by adding one CMI and CRM to Bacula
as discussed in chapter 3.

7.3.2

Self-configuration Tasks

In order to automate the operations of Data Protection and Disaster Recovery
application (self-configuration), the following issues need to be considered:
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1). How to automate the data backup process?
2). How to automate the recovery process when different level failure happens?
3). How to configure the system online to accommodate the environmental changes?
The configurations can be backup level, backup schedule and intervals etc. The
environmental changes can be workload changes, network and server status
changes, and storage device changes. In our experiments, we are using data
update rate change and network bandwidth change as our examples.
In order to configure this backup system with performance guarantee, we developed an
analytical performance model to describe the relationships between data loss cost,
downtime cost and the configuration parameters like number of disks, tapes,
configuration intervals etc.

7.3.3

Modeling Data Backup and Disaster Recovery

The objective of performance modeling is to develop a theoretical framework to
analyze the performance and cost of any backup and disaster recovery system that can be
implemented using different strategies and storage technologies. The performance
metrics to be used include data loss, recovery time and cost.

7.3.3.1 Backup Cycle Model
Backup strategies can be classified into two classes: full backup and partial backup. A
full backup will backup all data files no matter whether they are changed or not. Partial
backup has two typical operations: Incremental and Differential. An incremental backup
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will backup all data files that have changed since the last backup, regardless whether it
was a full or incremental backup. A differential backup will backup all data files that
have changed since the last full backup. We define one backup cycle as a full backup
followed by multiple partial backups as shown in Figure 7.10. A backup window refers to
the time it takes to complete a given backup. Figure 7 illustrates the backup window for
full backup (BW_full) and backup windows for differential backups (BW_diff(i)).

Figure 7.10 One Data Backup Cycle

7.3.3.2 Performance Model
The performance of the backup system can be quantified using performance metrics
Data Size (DS), data Update Rate (UR), Recovery Time (RT), Data Loss (DL), data loss
penalty rate (R1), service outage penalty rate (R2), failure type (FT) (e.g., data corruption,
user error, device failure, equipment failure, site destruction). In our analysis, we consider
different types of failures that can be caused by user errors, disk faults, virus network and
host attacks, network failures, and primary site destruction. The recovery process can be
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classified into two types: local recovery where the system can be restored using the data
stored on the disks, and remote recovery that requires restoring the system from tapes to
local disks first, then restoring the system from the disks.
To evaluate the backup and recovery system, we choose the total Cost as our objective.
We define Cost as two parts: data loss cost and downtime cost. To estimate the data loss
cost, we use the data loss penalty rate R1 to quantify the cost of lost updates per hour,
while the service outage penalty rate R2 is used to quantify the cost of service
interruption per hour. Tables 7.10 shows the model inputs.
Table 7.10 Performance Model Inputs
Name

Description

wd

Total workload capacity

ur

Workload update rate

RPO

Recovery Point Objective

RTO

Recovery Time Objective

R1

Data loss penalty rate

R2

Service outage penalty rate

fs

Failure scope (data corruption, user error, device failure, equipment failure, site
destruction)
0:

Data corruption, user error, device failure, equipment failure,

1:

Site destruction

In our model, the workload characteristics are represented by the total workload
capacity of an organization and the average data update
The Recovery Point Objective (RPO) is known as the data loss. RPO focuses on how
much data loss an organization can tolerate. The Recovery Time Objective (RTO) is the
objective of the time from when the backup event occurs until the business process
becomes fully active.
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To calculate the total cost, two penalty rates are given as inputs: The data loss penalty
rate (R1) specifies the cost per hour of lost updates; the outage penalty rate (R2) specifies
the cost per hour of service interruption. Cost is calculated in terms of three cost types:
equipment cost, outlay cost of downtime and data loss penalty cost. Downtime cost is the
multiplication of recovery time and outage penalty rate R2. The Data loss cost is the
multiplication of the data loss and the data loss penalty rate R1.
Failure can be caused by many factors: user error, disk failure, virus attack, network
breakdown, and primary site deconstruction etc. We distinguish two classes: local failure,
which means the recovery, can be done through disk array, and site failure, which means
the restoration, needs to start from tape, then disk, finally primary copy.

1). Disk Backup Model
Model parameters for disk system consist of two parts: Device Specifications and
System Design Parameters.
The specifications include how many disk drives one disk array supports, disk capacity,
disk drive data transfer rate and the corresponding costs as Table 7.11 shows. These data
can be collected from specific model from product vendors like EMC, HP and IBM.
System design parameters include how many disk arrays and how many disk drives are
needed; what are the appropriate values for full backup interval, interval for differential
backup, and number of differential backups between two full backups.
Table 7.11 Disk Model Parameters
Name

Description

Device Specifications
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DC

Disk capacity

DBW

Disk drive bandwidth

NDW

LAN or SAN Network Bandwidth

MAX_DISK

Max Disk drives PER Array

DA_COST

Disk Array Cost

D_COST

Disk Drive Cost

Disk backup configuration parameters

•

Nda

Number of disk arrays

Ndd

Number of disk drives

Ifulldisk

Interval for full backup, {4 hr, 6hr, 8hr, 12hr, 24hr, 48hr}

Idiffdisk

Interval for differential backup, {4 hr, 6hr, 8hr, 12hr, 24hr, 48hr}

Ncycledisk

Number of differential backups between two full backups, {6,13,27}

dldisk

Data loss (unit: hour)

rtdisk

Recovery time (unit: hour)

BW_fulldisk

Backup window for full backup

BW_diffdisk

Backup window for differential backup

Backup Window
The Backup window for a full backup is the time it takes to store all the data from the

primary disk into the disk array.

Since the disk drive access rate is much greater than

the network bandwidth (NDW), the backup time can be estimated by dividing the backup
data size by the network bandwidth.
The differential backup window (BW_diffdisk) is smaller than the full backup window
(BW_fulldisk) because we only backup here the changes that were committed sine the last
full backup procedure.
BW_fulldisk =

BW_diffdisk(i) =

DS
NDW

…(1)

UR × ( Ifull disk + i * Idiff disk )
, i ∈ [0, Ncycle disk − 1]
NDW

…(2)
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The interval for full backup (Ifulldisk) must be greater than the backup window for the
full backup in order to make sure the backup operation can be completed before the next
backup operation.

For the same reason, interval for differential backup (Idiffdisk) must

be greater than the maximum value of all the backup windows for differential backup.

Ifulldisk > BW_fulldisk
Idiffdisk > max(BW_diffdisk(i)) =



…(3)

ur × ( Ifull disk + ( Ncycledisk − 1) * Idiff disk )
NDW

…(4)

Data Loss and Recovery Time
A failure can occur at any moment. The maximum data loss either occurs just before

the full backup completes (time point 1) or just before the last differential backup (time
point 3) as shown in Figure 7.10. We choose the maximum value of these two as the disk
backup data loss.
The recovery time is calculated by how many disks need to be restored under the
current network bandwidth state, which includes disks for last full backup and latest
differential backup. Equations (5) and (6) show the relationships, where DC stands for the
disk capacity.

DLdisk = max(Idiffdisk+BW_fulldisk, Idiffdisk+BW_diffdisk(Ncycledisk-1)) …(5)

RTdisk =

 DS  UR × ( Ifull disk + ( Ncycledisk − 1) × Idiff disk ) 
DC × ( 
)
+
DC
 DC  

NDW

…(6)
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2). Tape Backup Model
Like the disk system, the tape model parameters consist of two parts: Device
Specifications and System Design Parameters.
The specifications include how many tape drives that one tape library supports, how
many tapes one tape library supports, tape capacity, tape drive data transfer rate and
related costs as shown in Table 7.12 .
System design parameters include how many tape libraries, how many tape drives and
how many tapes are needed; what are the appropriate values for the full backup interval,
interval for differential backup, and the number of differential backups between two full
backups.
Table 7.12 Tape Model Parameters
Name

Description

Tape Device Specifications
TC

Tape capacity

TDB

Tape drive bandwidth

NDW

LAN or SAN Network Bandwidth

MAX_TD

Max tape drives PER library

MAX_T

Max tapes per library

TL_COST

Tape library cost

TD_COST

Tape drive cost

T_COST

Tape cost

TV_time

Tape vaulting time

TSHIP_COST

Tape shipment cost

RW

Retention window (in hours), how long the tapes will retain the data (which means
how long the tapes will be rewritten)

Tape backup configuration parameters
Ntl

Number of tape libraries
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Ntd

Number of tape drives

Nt

Number of tapes per cycle

Nt_total

Number of total tapes

Rcycle

Retention Cycle

Ifulltape

Interval for full backup

Idifftape

Interval for differential backup

Ncycletape

Number of differential backups between two full backups

Bbw

Actual Data Backup/Restoration Bandwidth

dltape

Data loss (unit: hour)

rttape

Recovery time (unit: hour)

BW_fulltape

Backup window for full backup

BW_difftape

Backup window for differential backup

There are two major differences between tape and disk systems:
-

Tape drive and tape cassette are separate while each disk drive is a disk;

-

Tape drive data transfer rate is usually slower than the network bandwidth; so the
backup window is determined by the tape drive speed and workload. But the tape
system can increase the speed by reducing the backup window by using multiple tape
drives in one tape library.

•

Backup Window
The tape backup bandwidth (BBW) is the minimum value of either network

bandwidth (NDW) or the product of the number of tape drives (ntd) and the tape drive
bandwidth (TDB). The full backup window (BW_fulltape) and differential backup
windows (BW_difftape) calculations are the same as for the disk’s model except using
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BBW = min(NDW, TDB×ntd) as the backup speed instead of using the network
bandwidth.
BW_fulltape =

BW_difftape(i) =

wd
min( NDW , TDB × ntd )

UR × ( Ifulltape + i * Idiff tape )

=

…(7)

UR × ( Ifulltape + i * Idiff tape )

min( NDW , TDB × ntd )

BBW

, i ∈ [0, Ncycletape − 1]

…(8)

Like disk backup, the tape backup system also needs to make sure that Ifulltape is
greater than the BW_fulltape and Idifftape is greater than maximum of BW_difftape.
Ifulltape > BW_fulltape
Idifftape > max(BW_difftape(i)) =

•

…(9)

UR × ( Ifull tape + ( Ncycle tape − 1) * Idiff tape )
BBW

…(10)

Data Loss and Recovery Time
The data loss and recovery time calculation are the same as disk system except using

BBW as the data transfer rate. Equations (11) and (12) show these relationships.

DLtape = max(Idifftape+BW_fulltape, Idifftape+BW_difftape(Ncycletape-1))

RTtape = Recoveryfull+Recoverydiff =

…(11)

 DS   UR * ( Ifull tape + ( Ncycletape − 1) * Idiff tape ) 
TC * 

+
TC
 TC  

BBW

(12)

…
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3). Combined disk and tape model
DLdisk

FT = 0

DL =

… (13)
DLtape + DLdisk
RTdisk

FT = 1

FT = 0

RT =

… (14)
RTtape + RTdisk FT = 1

If a failure is data corruption, or user error, or server failure (FT = 0), the total data loss
and recovery time are the same as the data loss and recovery time for the disk system.
Otherwise, if the failure is a disaster at the primary site or disk array system failure (FT
=1), the total recovery time is then the sum of recovery time of disk and tape. The worst
case of data loss is the sum of data loss of disk system and data loss of the tape system.

7.3.3.3 Optimization Formulation
For the combined two levels (disk to disk to tape, D2D2T) system, the total data loss
(DL) and recovery time (RT) can be derived as follows. The online optimization problem
can be formulated as follows.

Minimize (DL *R1 + RT *R2)
Subject to:
Model Constraints of (1), (2), …, and (14)
DL < RPO
RT < RTO
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Next, we describe how to autonomize the data backup and disaster application using
our autonomic component architecture and analytical model by focusing on the
self-configuration management strategy.

7.3.4

Autonomize Data Backup and Disaster Recovery Application

The management strategies for this application are specified in CMI as follows.
•

Configuration Port
Component name is Bacula and version is 3.1.6. The Bacula will be running on Linux

OS with kernel version 2.6.9 with minimum memory requirement 512GB. Initial
Configuration options like backup job, backup media, backup level, schedule, and storage
device are also needed to setup. Third party software mySQL is required to ensure that
Bacula works, so the dependency also needs to be defined. Figure 7.11 shows the
configuration port definition with some configurations.
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<configuration_port>
<component attr_name="name" operator="=" value="Bacula"/>
<component attr_name="version" operator="=" value="3.1.6"/>
<machine attr_name="OS_Type" operator="=" value="Linux"/>
<machine attr_name="OS_Version" operator=">=" value="2.6.9"/>
<client name="client1-fd">
<address>client1</address>
<FDPort>9102</FDPort>
<Retention>180</Retention>
</client>
<schedule name="WeeklyCycle">
<run>Full 1st sun at 1:05</run>
<run>Differential 2nd-5th sun at 1:05</run>
<run>Incremental mon-sat at 1:05</run>
</schedule>
<FileSet name="sourceFile1">
<include>c:/pworks</include>
<signature>MD5</signature>
</FileSet>
<storage name="DestFile1">
<address>autonomia</address>
<SDPort>9103</SDPort>
<MediaType>File</MediaType>
<Device>/tmp/backup</Device>
</storage>
<job name="backup_client1_data">
<type>Backup</type>
<client>client1-fd</client>
<schedule>WeeklyCycle</schedule>
<fileset>SourceFile1</fileset>
<storage>DestFile1</storage>
<level>Differential</level>
</job>
<dependency package_name=”mySQL” location="/usr/local/mySQL" version="3.23"/>
</configuration_port>

Figure 7.11 Configuration Port Definition for Backup Management

•

Control Port
We are considering following system state and configuration parameters: backup

service status, backup client status, total data size, data update rate, number of disks,
number of tapes, number of tape drives, network bandwidth, tape drive data transfer rate,
backup intervals for disk and tape, backup level, source file set and destination storage.
In sensor part of the CMI, Backup() and Restore() functions are defined to specify the
backup data and the restore data operations, respectively. We also define a function
getOptimizationConfig() to determine the online optimization configuration. The
configuration parameters determine the backup intervals for both disk and tape systems.
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This function relies on the analytical model we developed above and solves the
optimization problem using some third party package like Tomlab [160]. Once the online
configurations are determined, they can be changed dynamically through the functions
defined in the actuator part of the control port. For example, if the output of
getOptimizationConfig() shows that the full backup interval for the disk needs to be
changed into 24 hours, the function

setDiskFullBackupInterval(client_name, job_name,

24) will be invoked.
Figure 7.12 shows some sensor and actuator functions that are defined in the control
port.
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<control_port>
<sensor>
<function name="Backup">
<inputs>
<input name="client_name"type="String" value=""/>
<input name="job_name" type="String" value=""/>
</inputs>
<outputs>
<output name="status"type="boolean"/>
</outputs>
</function>
<function name="Restore">
<inputs>
<input name="scope"type="Int" value=""/>
<input name="client_name"type="String" value=""/>
<input name="job_name" type="String" value=""/>
</inputs>
<outputs>
<output name="status"type="boolean"/>
</outputs>
</function>
<function name="getOptimizationConfig">
<inputs>
<input name="current_env" type="struc ENV" value=""/>
</inputs>
<outputs>
<output name="online_config" type="struct CONF"/>
</outputs>
</function>
<function name=”getBackupLevel">
<inputs>
<input name="client_name" type="String" value=""/>
<input name="job_name" type="String" value=""/>
</inputs>
<outputs>
<output name="levelID" type="int"/>
</outputs>
</function>
<sensor>
<actuator>
<function name="setDiskFullBackupInterval">
<inputs>
<input name="client_name" type="String" value=""/>
<input name="job_name" type="String" value=""/>
<input name="Ifulldisk" type="int" value=""/>
</inputs>
</function>
……
</actuator>
</control_port>

Figure 7.12 Control Port definition for Backup Management

•

Operation Port
The operation port defines the policies that must be enforced to govern the operations

of the component and/or a resource as well as its interactions with other components or
resources.
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System administrators can provide low-level management policy if they have the
knowledge of the detailed relationship between configuration parameters and
performance metrics. Usually it’s hard to pinpoint the mapping manually because so
many configuration parameters exist and their relationships are not simply linear. We
have developed an analytical model to describe the relationships between the
configuration parameters and performance metrics and formulate the configuration
problem as an optimization problem.

The only inputs from system administrators are

high-level goal policy and conditions to initiate the reconfiguration activities.

For

example, the following policy rules can be defined for this application:

1). IF Backup process fails, THEN restart it
2). IF file set error or client error happen, THEN perform local
recovery
3). IF server error happens, THEN perform remote recovery
4). IF DISK usage of the machine that backup service is running
>= 90%, THEN storage type for client client1-fd changes from
DISK to TAPE
5). IF network bandwidth decreases more than 20%, THEN invoke
getOptimizationConfig() to derive new configurations
6). IF data update rate >= 1.2Mb/s, THEN invoke
getOptimizationConfig() to derive new configurations

The first three policies provide the strategy that must be followed if the application
experiences some failures (e.g., self-healing strategy). Policies 4, 5, and 6 are
self-configuring rules.

Policy 4 specifies the low level configuration rule, while policies

5 and 6 are high-level requirements that require the use of an analytic model to determine
the appropriate configuration strategy.
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It is important to note that these rules are not static and can be changed dynamically;
the operation policies can be provisioned and changed dynamically by a system
administrator and without stopping the Bacula application. For example, a system
administrator can define first the four polices at an initial stage, and later add policies 5
and 6 while the system is running. Figure 7.13 shows how policies 2 and 6 are specified
in CMI format.
<operation_port>
<behavior_policy>
<policy>…</policy>
<policy>
<conditions condition="getClientStatus("client1-fd")=FAILURE OR
getFileSetStatus("client1-fd","c:/pworks")=FAILURE"/>
<actions action="Restore" input= "(LOCAL,client1_fd,restore_client1)">
</actions>
<else_actions/>
</policy>
<policy>…</policy>
<policy>
<conditions condition=" (newUpdateRate = getUpdateRate()) >= 1.2"/>
<actions action="getOptimizationConfig" input=(newUpdateRate)">
</actions>
<else_actions/>
</policy>
</behavior_policy>
</operation_port>

Figure 7.13 Operation Port Definition for Backup Management

7.3.5

Experimental Results and Evaluation

We first described the environmental setup, which include device specifications and
workload characteristics. We then conducted three kinds of experiments: First, we
validated our model by measuring the total cost, data loss and recovery time by changing
data loss penalty rate (R1) and recovery time penalty rate (R2). The relationships between
recovery time, equipment cost and total cost of tape system are also measured. We then
compared our initial design with the two designs based on rules of thumb. Finally, we
investigated a few online configuration scenarios to demonstrate how our
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self-configuration methodology can automatically adapt to the workload update rate
change and tape failures.

7.3.5.1 Environmental Setup
As we mentioned before, device model (disk and tape) and data center workload
characteristics are input parameters to our model. We chose the device model defined in
Table 7.13 and workload characteristics defined in Table 7.14.
We ran our optimization algorithm on windows XP machine with Pentium 4 CPU and
512Mb RAM. Matlab optimization package 2.0 is used to solve the convex optimization
problem. The online configuration environment, Autonomia system, is running on a
Linux workstation running kernel version 2.6.9 with 3.0 GHz Pentium 4/Xeon CPU and
1G RAM.
Table 7.13 Disk and Tape Specifications
Parameter

Value

Description

MAX_DISK

200

Maximum disks per array

NDW

100 (Mb/s)

Network bandwidth

DC

100 (GB)

Disk Capacity

DA_COST

40,000.00 ($)

Disk Array Cost

D_COST

300.00 ($)

Disk Cost

MAX_TD

15

Maximum tape drive PER library

MAX_T

600

Maximum tapes PER library

TL_COST

37500 ($)

Tape library cost

TD_COST

3749 ($)

Tape drive cost

T_COST

100 ($)

Tape cost

TC

72000 (MB)

Tape capacity

Disk System

Tape System
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TDB

16 (Mb/s)

Tape data transfer rate

TV

2 (Hours)

Tape vaulting time in average

RW

2016 (Hours), 12 weeks

Retention window for tape system

Table 7.14 Workload characteristics
Parameter

Value(s)

Description

Wd

1.5TB

Total workload data set

Ur

0.75Mb/s

Update Rate

R1

100, 500, 2000, 10000, 50000($/Hour)

Data Loss penalty rate

R2

100, 500, 2000, 10000, 50000($/Hour)

Recovery Time penalty rate

7.3.5.2 Model Validation
To validate our combined disk and tape model, we changed R1 and R2 parameters and
remained other parameters unchanged and examined if the data loss, recovery time and
total data loss changes. R1 and R2 each can be one of the rates of 100$/hour, 500$/hour,
2000$/hour, 10000$/hour, and 50000$/hour.
Intuitively, the data loss and recovery time decrease as data loss penalty rate R1 and
recovery time penalty rate R2 increase. Figure 7.14 illustrates the exact relationships. As
the R1 and R2 increase, data loss and recovery time decrease accordingly, but data loss
and recovery time variations are different. Data loss is more sensitive to R1 and R2 than
recovery time. This is because data loss directly ties with backup intervals while recovery
time only relates to the total data set in one backup cycle and data transfer rate.
Figure 7.15a shows data loss decreases from 48.33 hours to 16.33 hours sharply
(change rate 66.2%) when R1 changes from 100 to 50000 with fixed R2 as 10000. Figure
7.15b shows with fixed R1=10000, recovery time decreases from 13.53 to 12.27 with
change rate 9.3% when R2 varies from 100 to 10000 and no further improvement for R2
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= 50000. The number shows recovery time change rate is much smaller than data loss
change rate.

Figure 7.14

a). Data Loss as a joint function of data loss penalty rate (R1) and recovery

time penalty rate (R2); b). Recovery Time as a joint function of R1 and R2

a)

b)

Figure 7.15 a). Data Loss as a function of Data loss penalty rate (R1) with fixed R2 = 10,000;
b). Recovery time as a function of recovery time penalty rate (R2) with fixed R1= 10,000

Although the larger R1 and R2 lead to smaller Data loss and recovery time, the
contributions of R1 and R2 to total cost are still the major factors. Figure 7.16 shows the
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total cost as the function of R1 and R2.

Figure 7.16 Total Cost as a function of R1 and R2

The experiments above validate the relationships between R1/R2 and data loss,
recovery time and total cost for combined model.
We now evaluate tape system model. Our model shows that the more the tape drive per
tape array, the larger the data transfer rate the tape system, but with a higher equipment
cost. Usually, if the tape system can tolerate large recovery time, it can be designed with a
few tape drives with multiple tapes, which leads to lower equipment cost, but the
downtime cost will be high. On the reverse, installing more tape drives in one tape library
will decrease the recovery time but at a higher equipment cost. Assuming no data loss
cost (R1 = 0), Figure 7.17 illustrates how our tape system model describes the
relationships between recovery time and equipment cost, downtime cost and total cost.
We chose the maximum network speed as 1000Mb/S and tape drive data transfer speed as
16Mb/S in this test, and then performed the experiments through changing the number of
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tape drives from 1 to 65. Other parameters are the same as in table 7.13 and table 7.14.
The figure shows that there exists an optimal value of total cost $163831.00 at recovery
time 6.7 hours, which corresponds to the number of tape drives 12.
Equipment Cost

Downtime Cost

Total Cost

400000
350000

Cost ($)

300000
250000
200000
150000
100000
50000
0
0

10

20

30

40

Recovery Time (Tape System), Hours
Figure 7.17 Equipment cost, downtime cost and total cost as a function of recovery time for
tape system

7.3.5.3 Initial System Design
For the second set of experiments we ran our optimization algorithm to configure an
initial system. The initial system design is to determine all the configuration parameters
for a data backup system including numbers of equipments and backup configuration
parameters. The average time to run our optimization algorithm is 240 seconds.
We compared our design to two ad-hoc designs based on rules of thumb. The
performance metrics are data loss, recovery time and total cost. We chose R1 = R2 =
10000$/Hour as our input parameters and used other parameters defined in table 7.13 and
table 7.14.
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Usually, current data centers data backup system use one day as the backup intervals;
Full backup is performed once per week or once per month. So we chose the first ad-hoc
design with backup interval 24 hours for disk and tape systems and full backup happens
every week for disk and tape system and the second design with backup interval 24 hours
for disk and tape, full backup happens also every week for disk, but full backup for tape
that occurs once every month (4 weeks)
Ad-hoc Configuration Design 1:
Ifulldisk=24, Ifullincr=24, Ncycledisk=6, Ifulltape=24, Ifulltape=24 and Ncycletape=6
Ad-hoc Configuration Design 2:
Ifulldisk=24, Ifullincr=24, Ncycledisk=6, Ifulltape=24, Ifulltape=24 and Ncycletape=27

Table 7.15 shows the comparison of Data Loss, Recovery Time, and Total Cost among
three designs. Our approach chooses different intervals for full and differential backups
and leads to 67.5% improvement with respect to the data loss over design 1 and design 2;
31.1% improvement on recovery time over design 1 and 43.1% over design 2; 41.3%
improvement with respect to the total cost over design 1 and 52.8% over design 2.
Figure 7.18 shows the three constituents of the total cost. The equipment cost of our
design is a little higher than design 1 since it needs more disks and tapes, but lower than
design 2. The downtime cost and data loss cost of our design are much smaller than
others as shown in Table 7.15.
Table 7.15 Comparison of three different initial designs
Disk

Disk

Disk

Ifull

Iincr

Ncy
cle

Tape

Tape

Tape

Data

Ifull

Iincr

Ncycle

Loss

Recov
ery
Time

Total Equipment
Cost

Cost

6

4

6

6

6

24

24

6

24

24

6 18.33 12.27

Configuration
Design 1

9.7

253743

17.8

1.9

me

Cost

Cost

3.3

0

56333 17802

88293
6 56.33

Loss

18333 12270

51810
Our Approach

Data Downti

183243

3.3

2.2
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Configuration
Design 2

56333 21582

10977
24

24

6

24

24

27 56.33 21.58

32

360243

3.3

2.2

Figure 7.18 Cost comparison of our design to ad-hoc design 1 and design 2

7.3.5.4 Online Configuration
Our experiments show that our autonomic computing framework can automate the
management of this software module and significantly improve the performance. To
evaluate the backup and recovery application, we use the total Cost as the evaluation
criterion. In our analysis, we chose R1= R2 = 10,000$/hour and ran an optimization
algorithm (getOptimizationConfig()) to determine the initial configuration.

Scenario 1: data update rate (UR) increases from 0.75Mb/s to 1.5Mb/s
We changed the data update rate from 0.75Mb/s to 1.5Mb/s at runtime. Since the data
rate

exceeded

the

threshold

(1.2Mb/s),

the

self-configuration

getOptimizationConfig() is invoked and the new configurations are generated.

function
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Figure 7.19 shows the data loss cost and downtime cost comparison between using the
self-configuration and not using it. The result shows that the total cost can be decreased
by 24.4%.
Data Loss Cost

Downtime Cost

400000
350000
300000
Total Cost ($)

250000
200000
150000
100000
50000
0

without online
configuration
1

2

Figure 7.19 Cost comparison for Data Update Rate Change

Scenario 2: Network bandwidth decreases by 40%
The initial configuration assumes that all the network bandwidth (100Mb/s) will be
used for backup system. In reality, other applications compete for using the network
bandwidth and thus decrease the available network bandwidth for the backup application.
When the available network bandwidth decreases from 100Mb/s to 60Mb/s, the
self-configuration actions are invoked to change the current system configuration. Figure
7.20 shows that the total cost can be decreased by 54.1% when the self-configuration is
used.
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Figure 7.20 Cost comparison for Network Bandwidth Change
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7.4 Security Patches Download and Installation
We have also developed an automatic Security Patches download and installation
system successfully and implemented all the autonomic components as web services.

7.4.1

Security Patches Download and Installation Environment

This application is to download security patches from Microsoft website [154] and
install them on several machines after reconfiguring them to run the desired test
objectives. The deployment process involves three types of resources as Figure 7.21
shows: client machines, proxy machine, and local update server.
•

Client machines are a pool of PCs, which will be self-configured with the desired
system software components in order to perform the required tests (e.g., impacts of
latest patch deployment on web services, mySQL applications, etc.).

•

Proxy machine is the machine that can be automatically reconfigured to any desired
test environment with respect to operating system types and versions as well as the
application software components running in such an environment.

•

Local update server downloads the security patches from Microsoft Update Server
automatically based on the analysis results conducted on the proxy machine and
stores the patches and audit/trail log into a repository. The server can later download
the required set patches at the appropriate time to carry out the required tests on
several client machines configured exactly as the proxy machine.
We have used Autonomia to implement the self-configuration services associated with
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this application. We have tested and evaluated the functionality and performance of such
an application on a test bed consists of one window 2000 server and 39 windows 2000
client machines.
7.4.2

Autonomic Components

In order to build the desired self-configuration application, several questions must be
investigated:

How many Components and functionalities are needed? What control port

functions are needed? What are the initial configurations? What are the behavior and
interactions rules?

In developing this application, we have defined the following four

components:
•

Local_Controller provides the functionality of installing a specified OS on a specified
proxy machine and notifies patch Collector to start its operation. It also stores the
downloaded patches into the Database through a DB Server component.

•

Patch_Collector provides the functionalities to scan the specified proxy machine and
analyze which security patches have been applied and which patches missed. It will
download the missed patches from Microsoft Update Server.

•

DB_Server provides the DB operations like insert, delete, update and query by
machine name, patch name, patch type etc.

•

Client_Agent performs all the required local configuration operations on each
machine such as install security patches on local machine and reports its status when
it experiences any error or fault during the configuration process.
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The Local_Controller and Patch_Collector implement local update server
functionality. The DB_Server takes care of storing patches, logging and tracking
operations. The Client_Agent focuses on installing the client patches.
The system architecture of the application is shown in Figure 7.21.

Figure 7.21. Security Patches System Architecture
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Local_Controller CMI
Policy rule 1:
IF start command from JSP page = YES, THEN installOS(osName,patchType)
Policy rule 2:
IF installOS success, THEN invoke PatchCollector.scan on udadilaer27
Policy rule 3:
IF updatedb success, THEN No Action
Patch_Collector CMI
Policy rule 1:
IF scan Status = SCCUESS, THEN download Patches from Microsoft Server
Policy rule 2:
IF download success, THEN update Database
DB_Server CMI
Policy rule 1:
IF receiving UPDATE event from Patch_Controller, THEN update Database
Client_Agent CMI
Policy rule 1:
IF receiving install patches, THEN invoked start installation
Policy rule 2:
IF receiving installation return successfully, THEN invoke DB_Server

Figure 7.22 Interaction Rules for Local_Controller, Patch_Collector, DB_Server and
Client_Agent

7.4.3

Experimental Results

In this section, we show how to automate the required configuration tasks as specified
in a Configuration Flow Graph (CFG). For example, one CFG could involve installing
the desired OS on one proxy machine, obtaining all the required patches and storing them
in the desired database, installing the patches on several client machines that are
configured as defined in the test environment, and then running the desired test scenarios.
The Interaction Rules of the Operation Port of all the components can be used to
implement the desired configuration tasks in the order specified by the CFG as shown in
Figure 7.22. In order to save space, we describe the rules in descriptive format, instead of
XML schema.
We have evaluated the time required to execute all the configuration tasks specified in
the CFG if it is implemented using our self-configuration approach and compared with
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manual operations. The manual time taken for one machine configuration is estimated for
each required configuration task. Each manual step was carried out three times. The
average time of the whole process was calculated and recorded.

Manual Process on W2K
Manual Process on XP
Self-Configuration on W2K
Self-Configuration on XP

Manual Process on W2K
Manual Process on XP
Self-Configuration on W2K

35000

Self-Configuration on XP
30000

30000

Time (second)

25000

Time (second)

25000

20000

20000

15000

15000

10000

10000

5000

5000

0

0

0

2

4

6

8

Number of machines

0

10

2
4
6
8
Number of machines

10

a.)
b.)
Figure 7.23 Time Comparison of Manual and Self-Configuration Process for Patch
Download and Installation a.) Patch Type - Hot Fixes b.) Patch Type - Service Packs

Table 7.16 Time Comparison with Manual and Autonomia approach, Patch Type - Hot Fixes

Number of

OS: W2K (in seconds)

OS: XP (in seconds)

machines

Manual

Autonomia

Manual

Autonomia

1

5283

3203

4600

2921

2

9948

3321

10162

3803

4

15896

3487

16250

4134

8

21146

3812

22400

4301

9

26532

3824

27193

4399

Table 7.17 Time Comparison with Manual and Autonomia approach, Patch Type - Service Pack

Number of
machines

OS: W2K (in seconds)
Manual

Autonomia

OS: XP (in seconds)
Manual

Autonomia
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1

6169

3102

6192

3121

2

12615

2642

12731

3129

4

19394

2687

20103

3211

8

26107

3112

27600

3553

9

32276

3266

33242

3695

The results show that the configuration time is not affected by the number of client
machines and it is almost constant using our self-configuration approach, while the
configuration time increases linearly in the manual approach as the number of the client
machines increases. The manual time will be even more intensive if the configuration
requirements change drastically from one cluster to another and over time. For example,
for patch type hot fixes, the configuration times for two machines and nine machines
using our approach are around 3321 seconds and 3824 seconds, respectively. If
configuring them manually, it takes 9948 and 26532 seconds, respectively. Figure 7.23
and Table 7.16 show the results.
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Chapter 8. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
8.1

Summary

This dissertation presented a methodology to design and implement self-configuration
of networked systems and services. Our design methodology showed how to build
autonomic systems and services either from scratch or by using existing legacy resources
or software systems by adding two software modules: Component Management Interface
(CMI) and Component Runtime Manager (CRM). We have developed an autonomic
computing framework, Autonomia that provide self-configuration, self-optimization,
self-healing and self-protecting in a distributed computing environment based on our
methodology. In order to evaluate and compare different configuration solutions
thoroughly, we developed an evaluation schema and a set of configuration metrics. We
have applied this self-configuration approach to several real systems successfully: IT
system management, network security management, data backup and disaster recovery
system, and security patch download and Installation. Our experimental results showed
that by applying our self-configuration approach, the initial configuration time, the initial
configuration complexity and the dynamic configuration complexity can be reduced
significantly. For example, the configuration time for security patches download and
installation on nine machines is reduced to 4399 seconds from 27193 seconds.
Furthermore our system provides most adaptability (e.g., 100% for Snort rule set
configuration) comparing to hard coded approach (e.g., 22% for Snort rule set
configuration) and can improve the performance of managed system greatly. For example,
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in data backup and recovery system, our approach can reduce the total cost by 54.1%
when network bandwidth decreases. In addition, our framework is scalable and imposes
very small overhead (less than 1%) on the managed system.

8.2

Research Contributions

The contributions of this dissertation are the following:


Developed a classification methodology for system configuration management
approaches and applied this classification to review and compare different
configuration management systems.



Developed a novel autonomic component architecture, Autonomic Component (AC)
and a methodology to autonomize legacy applications and/or resources.



Developed an Autonomic Control and Management Framework, Autonomia, which
implemented the following four important modules: monitoring, analyzing, planning
and execution modules. In addition, all the supporting services and functionalities
like CMI parser, lookup service, and system resource monitoring functions were also
implemented.



Developed an evaluation schema and several configuration metrics: scalability,
overhead, configuration time, adaptability, latency for dynamic configuration,
complexity and effectiveness to evaluate and compare different configuration
management techniques.



Applied our Autonomia framework to several real systems and conducted extensive
experiments. The experimental results show that our approach can efficiently and
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dynamically manage system resources and applications automatically with little
overhead.


Automatic IT system management has been developed to manage the system
resources (host, router, printer etc.) and applications (e.g., medical and business
applications.).



Self-configuration of a network security has been developed to manage the
configuration of networked systems and applications in order to improve their
security performance.



Autonomic Data Backup and Disaster Recovery System has been implemented
based on our framework. We developed an analytical performance model and
formulated the configuration problem as an optimization problem to derive the
configuration parameters dynamically.



Automatic Security Patches Download and Installation on a large scale test bed
has been developed to download security patches from Microsoft website and
Install them on many machines after reconfiguring them to run the desired test
objectives.

8.3

Future Research

Our future research will focus on the following aspects:
(1) CMI portable with other standards
The Management Interface usually refers to an API that provides the interface between
the service layer and management applications and allows these applications access,
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manage and control systems, components and peripherals. Industry standards like WEBM
[30] and WSDM [31] have defined such interfaces. Our CMI expands these definitions to
enable autonomic behaviors that can not be supported by existing standard interfaces.
Since the industry standards define some parts of our CMI, one future work will address
this portability issue and develop a translation module to interpret the other management
interfaces and integrate that with our CMI.

(2) Integration with other configuration adaptation approaches
There are many research efforts that are complementary to our rule-based configuration
adaptation approach as we discussed in chapter 2. Currently we have integrated data
mining approach with our framework. Integrating other approaches with our architecture
will allow it to provide richer functionality. For example, as discussed earlier, the control
theory model based approach has the drawback that it required system identification to
model the system. However, it has an advantage that one can systematically pose various
performance control problems of interest within the same basic framework, and the
feasibility and stable-ability of the proposed algorithms may be verified prior to
deployments, which are hard for rule based approach. Therefore, one interesting future
research direction is how to enhance our approach with other configuration adaptation
approaches? Can the other approaches generate the rules that are applicable to our current
framework or need to bypass our rule-based engine completely?

(3) File based DB storage
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We have shown that by using past and current system states and application states
stored at CIB file and centralized DB, a complicated policy conditions can be composed.
While Centralized DB storage does provide flexible operations on different attributes,
CIB based approach is very rigid to do that. In our future research, we will address this
issue and develop a light weight file based DB which resides on each component.

(4) More application systems
More real systems and dynamic configuration scenarios will be implemented based on
our system.

We will investigate more large scale systems with multiple level structures.

We need to propose a better heuristic method to coordinate different layer of
configuration management. A possible solution will be to designate a few autonomic
components for message/event coordination.
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